EVIS ON
*ELECTRONICS

MODERN MEASUREMENTS
without mechanical movement

or its limitations
No type better illustrates the indispensable
nature of the Electron Tube throughout science
and industry than the famous RCA Cathode -Ray

Tube. No type better emphasizes the steadily
growing business opportunities for RCA servicemen, dealers, and distributors who make a poin
of keeping abreast of the far-reaching developments in applying basic electronic principles to
new jobs.
Used in oscillographs, RCA Cathode -Ray
Tubes are paving the way to higher standards in

measuring any phenomena that can be transformed into electrical impulses-and doing it
without mechanical movement and its inherent
limitations.

In addition to their better-known applications
in radio and communications, C -R Tubes are
used regularly in such diverse fields as ignition,
timing, and adjustment work; acoustics and vibra-

tion studies; studies of magnetic phenomena;
medical and biological research; aeronautical
engine synchronization; engine -pressure indica.
tions, and a host of others.

Such things as these are what we're talking
about when we say "The Developments of Today
Are but a Promise of the Future"-and this means
for servicemen and distributors, as well as for
RCA itself.

RCA ELECTRON TUBES
RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
RCA Victor Division Camden, N. J.
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IRC Research Points to

BIG JOB AHEAD FOR SERVICEMEN
In tomorrow's "after victory" world the
servicing of radio sets will be only part of
the responsibilities of Servicemen.
Shown above are a few of the new industrial and scientific electronic applications
which, though now confined to war uses,
will be commonplace in the days ahead.
Because IRC research has kept in step

fields. With IRC engineers and executives
keenly aware not only of your increased
opportunities but of their obligmions to you,
wherever resistors are required it will be
more than ever to your advantage to specify:
FOR

with every important electronic development,

you will find IRC resistance units installed
in much of the original equipment in these

ji

E
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Dr?L
Roe U.S. Patent Mae,

AN important amendment to limitation order L-265 has just been issued. It provides for the removal
of several restrictions that caused many
a worry. It will now be possible, says
the amended order. for the dealer to sell
such items as loudspeakers and cables,
antennae, antenna couplers, power supplies and battery cables for battery type
home receivers, auto -radio control assemblies, auto receivers for broadcast
reception, standard receivers, phonographs and record players. Such equip-
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An Analysis of A -M and F -M Receivers. By S. J. Thomson

5

ment can be transferred or sold, provided it was made on or before April 24.
Transfer or sale of these items had been
restricted previously.

This new amendment is not an anticipated ruling, but one that is actually in
effect now.

Photocontrol Servicing.

By S. J. Murcek

Reducing Auto -Radio Noise.
Ser-Cuits.

By Barry Kassin

By Henry Howard

Servicing Today (An Analysis of the State of the Industry)

12

25
16

10

THE variety of orders that have
come from Washington have
puzzled many a Service Man. He

has wondered how the rulings would
not only affect his business now, but
later. To provide authoritative answers
to these problems, we asked a group of
specialists to give us 'their views. On
page 10 of this issue appear these views
. views that will be of immeasurable
assistance to every Service Man.
.

.

EVERY day sees an expanded use
of electronic controls, particularly those of the photocontrol type.
Their servicing requires a complete
knowledge of design and operation. An

analysis of this nature appears in this
issue on page 12. This paper should
be of interest to all Service Men, particularly those with an eye to the future.
S our contribution towards the con-

servation of paper, the trim size
of SERVICE was reduced last February. And now to further assist in

paper conservation, lighter weight paper

is being used, for both the covers and
inside pages, effective with this issue.
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SPRAGUE TRADING POST
Your own ad run FREE!

FOR SOUTH PACIFIC USE Anxious to buy Echo -phone EC -1

Receiver. Urgently needed. Must

be in good condition. Have you
one to sell for a boy "over
there"? Write T -Sgt. J. E.
Grimes, M. C. S. Dept., Quantico, Va.

RIDER'S MANUAL'S WANTED
Vols. 6 to 12; also used tubetester
to handle all tubes; also need a
5Y6GT tube. Charles A. Smith, 48%
Main St., Hornell, N. Y.
WILL SELL OR SWAP -10 new
Motorola auto sets (in original car-

tons) for other radio merchandise or
tubes. Larry's Radio Service, 192
Tompkins Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y.

WANTED - Record player and

radio, or separate unit phono player;
small amplifier - reasonable. Royce
Saxton's Radio Shop, Route 1, Pontiac, Illinois.

RIDER'S MANUAL NO. 4 FOR

SALE -First $5.00 takes it. Botbyl
Radio Shop, 1009 Sophia St., Mus-

kegon, Mich.

TUBES WANTED -Will pay list

less 40% F.O.B. your town. 1 to 203,
35L6; 1 to 300, 35Z5; 1 to 200, 50L6;
1 to 200, 12SA7; 1 to 100, 12SK7; 1 to
300, 35Z4; 1 to 100, 1A7; 1 to 100,
70L7; 1 to 100, 117Z6. Success Radio

Service, 122 Motor Ave., Salt Lake
City, Utah.

1V ---'T FOR SALE -Having
I from the service business,

a wide variety of equipment for sale for cash. This inI

cludes microphones, transformers,
rectifier tubes, transmitting tubes,

receiving tubes, condensers, relays, meters of many types, and
a

5 -tube

superheterodyne

re-

Write for complete list.
Robert W. Wood, 10950 Longceiver.

view, Detroit, Michigan.

Triplett Model 1232, for a good Volt -

ohmmeter. Pay difference if necessary. Send full details. Clinton Radio
Sales & Service, 190 Fulton Street,
Brooklyn, N. Y.
ELECTRIC MOTORS WANTED
-Any size, 25 or 60 cycles. Will pay

cash. Give name, type, size and price.
Hoef Electric Co., Casa Grande, Ariz.

FOR SALE OR TRADE -Model
AC -49 Hickok portable tube checker,

completely remodernized - tests all
latest tubes -$45; 2 brand new KU 618 Grid Glow tubes, $10 each; 200
coils aluminum tubing, Yc", length
feet, temper 2SVall, suitable for
transmitters, lead-ins, etc. -50c per
Will

coil.

trade any of above for

No. 6 to 10 insulated copper wire,
inside or outside, or late style tubes.
Norwest Radio Laboratories, Shelby,
Montana.

City Products checker #816 or equal.
Norman C. Kellerman, 194 Hagen
St., Buffalo, N. Y.

FOR SALE OR TRADE -Janette
rotary converter type CA -18, 32 volt
to 110 volt, 60 cycle A.C. at 1.5 amp.
Complete with Belden cords. Make
offer. Will trade for good oscillator
of recent make. Dell Penman, Hudson, Wisc.

HEADPHONES WANTED -Badly

FOR SALE OR TRADE -Supreme

in need of 2,000 or any other im-

Want a multi -

pedance headphones. Will pay cash.
Irwin Olin, 429 Fairmount Ave.,

keeney, Kans.
WANT TO BUY -Precision VTVM
series EV-10 or E-200 signal generator, in good condition; would consider Rider Voltohmyst Senior. Will

using generator for plate
supply. Also some transmitting tubes
and parts, books, etc. Write for
details. Keller Bush, 3105 Lafayette,
Fort Wayne, Ind.

Audolyzer, Model 562.

meter, or circuit tester, or capacitor
analyzer. Raymond Lemmons, Wa-

SPRAGUE PRODUCTS CO.,
Dept. S36
North Adams, Mass.

WILL SWAP -Signal Generator,

WANTED FOR CASH - Radio

SURPLUS SHOP EQUIP -

The "Trading Post" is Sprague's
way of helping
radio servicemen
obtain the parts and equipment
they need, or dispose of the things
they do not need
during this period of wartime shortages.
your own ad today -to appear free of chargeSend in
in this
or one of several other leading radio magazines
on
our list. Keep it short -WRITE
CLEARLY -and
confine it to radio items.
"Emergency" ads will
receive first attention. Address
it to:

sell Superior channel analyzer, practically new, for $20. Deville's Radio
Service, 537 Pine St., Box 384, Pineville, Louisiana.
WANTED - Following issues of
"Proceedings of the Institute of
Radio Engineers": 1930 Year Book Vol. 18, Nos. 1, 3, 10 and 12; 1931
Year Book -Vol. 19, No. 1, 6, 8, 11,
12; 1932 Year Book -Vol. 20, Nos. 5,
and 6; 1933 Year Book -Vol. 21, Nos.
3 and 4; 1934 Year Book -Vol. 22,
Nos. 2 and 9; 1935 Year Book -Vol.
23, Nos. 1, 4, 7, 10, 11, 12. All subsequent issues to date. Waters Conley Company, Rochester, Minn.

Jersey City, N. J.

SWAP OR SELL -A 6 volt am-

plified

HERE'S THE PATRIOTIC WAY

COMPLETE SHOP EQUIPMENT

RIDER'S MANUALS WANTEDVols. 9 to 13 incl. in good condition
at reasonable price. Give full details.
All letters answered. Frost Radio

WANTED - Will buy tube tester
signal generator, and radio tester or will buy eqpt. enough to start up
a small radio repair shop. Charles
Harmon, Third St., Chester, West

Service, 811 21st St., East Moline, Ill.

Virginia.

WANTED - New or used UTC
Varitones VTI and VT2. State price
and condition. C. Huhn, 9012 102nd
St., Richmond Hill, L. I., N. Y.

M -A

METER WANTED -

Need one 0-1 ma meter in good

condition. State price. Sgt. Wm.

E. Funke, H.Q. Btry. 74th F.A.
Bn., San Rafael, Cal.

WILL EXCHANGE - Will trade
G -E recorder and playback unit in
leather case; one automatic record
changer and recorder chassis; one
Scott chassis; many small a -c, d -c
radio chassis, also tubes, speakers,
and other radio parts for what have
you? Carroll F. Mills, 99 Curtis St.,

FOR SALE -C-13 frequency modulator, model 81-a, in A-1 condition,
$15. Henry Wagner, 1144 Indian.
apolis Blvd., East Chicago, Illinois.
FOR SALE OR TRADE -6 Jensen
all-weather horns less speakers. 2

Reading, Mass.

CUTTING HEAD WANTED -

Professional full -frequency cutting heads, Universal 15 -ohm. New RCA
167 R -F oscillator. Shure transcription pick-up. 12" Audak pick-up.

Crystal type, new if possible. De-

scribe and name price. Michael
Thomas, 312 S. Brevard Avenue,

Tampa, Fla.

4 new 807 tubes. Need condenser
analyzer, or what have you? Damon
Transcription Laboratory, Midland
Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

TUBES AND EQUIPMENT FOR
SALE -RCA Acorn tubes, 9-#954
and 1 - #955, $3 each. Also West-

0.100 microammeter, 4"
face, $10; 1940-1 Superior Set Tester

inghouse
model

1180-S,

comb.

tube and set tester,
$15; 1940.1 Superior
Inst. Co. signal generator model 1280, $12.
All in first class condition. Domestic Ap-

pliance Service, Mon-

tauk Highway,

Bridgehampton, N. Y.

TO REPLACE A DEFECTIVE
CONDENSER SECTION

When you find one bad section in a multi -section dry
electrolytic condenser, don't replace the entire unit! Most

Illustrating how a Sprague Atom Type

UT -8 (8 mfd. 450 volt) replaces the 8 mfd.
450 volt section of a 3 -section condenser
rated at 8 mfd. 450 V.; 8 mfd. 300 V., and

defective sections can be replaced by using a Sprague
Atom of the proper capacity and voltage, as illustrated
here. The Atom can either be fastened by tape to the

20 mfd. 25 v.:

(A) Cut lead to defective section and
tape end.
(B) Connect cut circuit lead to positive (+) side of Atom.
(C) Connect Cathode (-) side of

multi -section unit, or simply held in place by means of its
sturdy wire leads. You'll save time and money -and you
help conserve essential war materials as well!

Atoms are made in a complete line of capacities and
voltages, as well as in many combinations.

Atom to common minus lead of
multi -section condenser.

SPRAGUE CONDENSERS
AND KOOLOHM RESISTORS
Obviously.

Sprague

cannot

assume

any

responsibility for,

or

guarantee

goods.

etc.,

which

might

be

sold

or

exchanged

through

above

classified

advertisements.
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NEW 3rd EDITION
9 Additional Sections-

Alfred A. Ghirardi's

WARTIME
BIG, NEW
HANDBOOK
SERVICE of the famous RADIO

Completely Revised-Now
.6,000:0r Contains 744 big, manual f,sie
1,00
size Pages
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(3rd Edition
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STOP GUESSING ON
RADIO SERVICE JOBS!
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Every Wasted Minute Costs YOU Money!
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The most important book any service shop or individual can
own during these critical times-bar none! Enables you to cut
corners-save valuable troubleshooting and repair time-train new
technicians in your shop-repair cheap sets at a real profit-handle
tough jobs in half the time normally required-and much more.
Now in its 3rd Edition-completely revised-bigger than ever-and
containing NINE ADDITIONAL SECTIONS OF VITAL NEW
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MATERIAL. In short, this new 3rd Edition of Ghirardi's RADIO
TROUBLESHOOTER'S HANDBOOK is the most valuable collection of servicing information ever assembled between two covers!
Its 404 -page Case History Compilation now gives common trouble
symptoms, their causes and remedies, for over 4800 models of the
202 most popular makes of receivers. Often, these eliminate the nee
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testing. ALMOST ALWAYS, they save from

25% to 50% of the time you would normally require to repair a set.
NOW COVERS 75 IMPORTANT SUBJECTS
This feature, however, is ONLY ONE OF 75 IMPORTANT
SUBJECTS covered in this brand new HANDBOOK-subject
which make the volume absolutely indispensable to busy servicemen
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at a time when both parts and test equipment are scarce, and

when you've got to have plenty of "Know How" in order to substitute existing tubes, etc., properly.
THE HELP YOU NEED . . . WHEN YOU NEED IT!
There are scores of time -saving charts, graphs, tables and data
compilations - ail designed to HELP YOU REPAIR MORE
RADIOS - REPAIR THEM EASIER - AND DO IT IN LESS
TIME! There are I -F alignment peaks for over 20,000 superhets;
a big section of data on those pesky I -F transformer troublesAND THE MOST UP-TO-THE-MINUTE TUBE CHART you've
ever seen, with complete information on EVERY tube type and
with dozens of practical tips on bow the types may be interchanged.
Other features include plug-in and ballast resistor replacement
charts; condenser and resistor charts; coil and transformer data;
wire tables-and a wealth of other material that saves time for
you every day!
PLAY SAFE . . . ORDER NOW!
Send your order today! Make sure you get your copy while the
supply lasts. (Paper shortages, etc., may make it impossible to
reprint!) Your money will be cheerfully refunded if you don't
agree within 5 days that it is the finest business investment you
can possibly make!

I

CUTS TESTING
TIME IN HALF!

The Book That Tells You What to Do...

... AND HOW TO DO IT!

The 3rd Edition of Ghirardi's famous RADIO TROUBLESHOOTER'S MANUAL is NOT a book of theory. Every one
of its 744 big, manual size pages is literally loaded with practical,

every -day, factual servicing data that will help you do almost
every job, quicker and easier-and at a greater profit to you I
It eliminates guesswork. It saves time. It pays for itself the very
first time you use it!

In short, it is the most valuable collection of servicing information ever
assembled between two covers-and, even though it is larger than the previous
edition, it is sold at the same old price of ONLY $5 postpaid anywhere in the
U. S. A. ($5.50 foreign).

5 -DAY MONEY -BACK GUARANTEE

& TECHNICAL PUBLISHING CO., Dept. S-53,
I RADIO
45 Astor Place, New York, 3, N. Y.
Enclosed find payment for books checked below. 0 Check here also, if desired
I sent C.O.D. for the amounts indicated, plus postage. In either case, if I am not
I fully satisfied, I may return books within 5 days of receipt for refund.
SPECIAL MONEY -SAVING
0 Ghirardi's new 3d Edition RADIO
COMBINATION OFFER
TROUBLESHOOTER'S HANDBOOK $5. ($5.50 foreign.)

Ghirardi's MODERN RADIO
SERVICING $5. ($5.50 foreign.)

0 The new HANDBOOK and MODERN RADIO SERVICING at
special price of only $9.50 for the
two.

($10.50 foreign.)

Address

State
AM/
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for Busy Servicemen
These are days when it pays big
to have a complete line-up of modern servicing information at your
fingertips-and Ghirardi's MODERN

RADIO SERVICING is the only
single book that gives a complete
course in modern radio testing instruments, troubleshooting, and re-

procedure. Everything explained simply,
Written so you pair
clearly. Unexcelled for helping train .ew

can easily
p
men quickly in your shop-for brush°
y
understand It! on short-cuts and kinks which may b.
in your mind-for every -day refereuce.
The famous 1300 -page home -study course on the entire art of
radio repair, with 706 illustrations, and 720 review questions.

Name
City

Another Ghirardi "Must"

Only $5 complete ($5.50 foreign).
See MONEY -SAVING COMBINATION OFFER In coupon!
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AN ANALYSIS OF
A -M AND F -M RECEIVERS
By S. J. THOMPSON
Service Manager, Belmont Radio Corp.

the
underlying
ALTHOUGH
principles of frequency modulation are as old as radio, to the
Service Man frequency modulation is
a relative newcomer in broadcasting.

Because its practical use is new, it
seem desirable in a discussion of a frequency modulation receiver to review,
first, as concisely as

possible, the

theory of amplitude modulation and
then, insofar as possible compare f-rn
to it.
Harmonics

two new frequencies produced are
commonly referred to as the side
bands. When viewed on a base line

plotted in frequency, as shown in Fig.
2, we see that the carrier frequency of
1,000 kc is the station's assigned wave

length and the two side frequencies
are spaced, in this case, 5 kc either
side of the carrier. It is apparent that

in order to transmit a 5 kc note, the
transmitter must necessarily have a
10 kc channel.
These side bands obviously require
power and their power is derived from

"he ability of two violin strings
to different frequencies (pitch)
to produce new frequencies when the
strings are vibrated simultaneously, is
t.

a

.t

well

understood

phenomenon

(top). Sum -difference explanation.
Fig.
Fig. 2 (center). Difference between a -m
and f -m carriers. Fig. 3 (bottom). CarI

rier amplitude.

of

-rn

FREQ
f -m
CARRIER

carrier and the new frequency intro-

note is no longer present since low
audio frequencies do not radiate. The

emitted by the transmitter,
namely, the carrier frequency of 1,000
kc, and the two side band frequencies
represented by the sum frequency of
1,005 kc and the difference frequency
of 995 kc. Now we shall assume that
our receiver is tuned to 1,000 kc. The

CARRIER

the sum and the difference between the

produced-the sum and the difference.
An examination of Fig. 1 shows that
r- sum is 1,005 kc, the carrier frek ..tcy is 1,000 kc and the difference
frequency 995 kc. The 5 kc audio

Amplitude Receiver Theory

being

a carrier frequency of 1,000 kc, any
new frequency which may be introduced into the carrier will produce

and mixed through the modulators
with the 1,000 kc transmitter carrier
frequency, two new frequencies are

power is in the side bands.

Examination of Fig. 4
shows that on the receiving antenna
are impressed the three frequencies

The simple principle of vibrating

introduced through speech amplifiers

modulation, only 1/3 of the carrier

to the ear.

violin strings applies also to transmitter modulation. For example, if a
transmitter is radiating an r -f wave at

quency we wish to introduce is a 5,000
cycle audio note. If this 5 kc note is

when supplying the side bands determines the intensity of modulation. It
is measured in terms of percentage of
modulation. This variation in carrier
amplitude is illustrated in Fig. 3. For
reasons beyond the scope of our discussion the carrier is never completely
drained of power for, even at 100%

produces two new frequencies. Now
let us examine the receiver and follow
the conversion of these two new radio
frequencies back to a 5 kc note audible

Amplitude Modulation

Let us assume that the fre-

degree to which the carrier varies

We have already seen how modulation by a 5 kc note at the transmitter

The two important frequencies produced will be the sum of the
frequencies of the two strings and the
difference in frequency between the
two strings.
physics.

duced.

the carrier. It becomes at once apparent that if the magnitude of the
side bands is varied, the magnitude of
the carrier that is supplying the power
must vary in direct proportion. The

I5etc
A

r -f stage provides gain to the three

-5

,5

I0

A

A

A

frequencies being received and, of
A.

75kc-

FREQ-"

TOTAL BAND
150kc WIDE
(2)

course, also provides considerable rejection to frequencies above 1,005 kc
and below 995 kc. Leaving the r -f
stage, the three frequencies are passed
into the first detector, often referred to
as the mixer tube. It is the function
of the mixer to combine the three infrequencies with the local
oscillator frequency. Let us examine
the oscillator. We find that we are
coming

again using the harmonic theory, by
injecting a new frequency. We know
that if we mix a new frequency with
SERVICE, JUNE, 1943
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those already in existence in the tube's
input circuit, at least two new frequencies will be produced-the sum
and the difference. Keeping this fundamental in mind, we can readily deter-

mine the important new frequencies
that will exist.
It has become common practice to
make the oscillator frequency track
above the signal frequency, although it
may also be used below the incoming
frequency if desired. In Fig. 4, the
oscillator frequency is set 465 kc
above the incoming signal. Since our
incoming signal is 1,000 kc, the oscil-

lator at this particular setting will be
1,465 kc. In the mixer tube there are
at least three frequencies from the
transmitter which can be mixed with
the oscillator. By adding 1,465 kc to
the three frequencies of 1,005 kc.,

1,000 kc and 995 kc, we arrive at the
sum frequencies, as tabulated in Fig.
4. By taking the difference between
the oscillator frequency and the three
frequencies of 1,005 kc, 1,000 kc, and
995 kc, we obtain the difference frequencies as tabulated. It may be seen

that these two groups of new frequencies are about to enter the i-f

Now assume that the i-f frequency is 465 kc. Since the i-f band
width is designed to be approximately
10 kc wide, it will pass anything from
460 kc to 470 kc, but it will not pass
frequencies either above or below this
limited band width. It is at once apparent that the three sum frequencies,
stages.

produced by the oscillator in the mixer

ELIMINATED
DURING DETECTION

Fig. 5. What happens during a -m detection. Light lines represent r -f carrier.
Heavy lines represent sidebands.

as the demodulator tube. The 5 kc
audio signal has not yet appeared. It
is in this demodulator tube that the 5
kc note is recovered and it comes about

in the following manner. The three
difference

frequencies, which

were

fed into the second detector, combine
with each other and through this combination produce the sum and the difference frequencies that always result
quencies. A close examination of Fig.

4 shows that the sum of (A + B),
(A + C), and (B C) produces
three new sum frequencies, and in the

same analysis we see that the difference between (A -B), (A - C),
and (B - C) produces three new difference frequencies. Thus, we have in
the plate circuit' of the second detector six entirely new frequencies
brought about by self -mixing of the
frequencies fed to it by the i-f amplifier.

Observe that the 5 kc note

now recovered.

is

Unfortunately, there

tube, cannot go through the i-f chanThe three difference frequencies,

are a number of higher frequencies.
plus an extra 5 kc note present which

however, pass through the channel

should be eliminated, leaving only the

ference frequencies may be seen to
leave the i-f channel and enter the
second detector, more properly known

these three sum frequencies are effectively eliminated from the first
audio stage.
There still remains

an extra 5 kc note and a 10 kc note
that were not present in the original
modulating signal at the transmitter.
It is because of its ability to eliminate

this extra 5 kc note that the detector
tube functions in a manner unlike
that of an ordinary amplifier.
Detector Operation

from the mixing of two unlike fre-

nel.

readily where they undergo considerable amplification. These three dif-

The three sum frequencies are radio
frequency and because of this can be
eliminated quite readily. This is done
by inserting an r -f choke, as shown in
Fig. 4, in the plate circuit of the detector tube. In some cases, eli-"nabe
tion of these three frequencies r.
done merely by the use of a bypass
condenser from the plate circuit to
ground, in which case the r -f frequencies are given a low reactance bypass
to ground. However it may be done,

wanted 5 kc signal.

It will be remembered that in modu-

lating the transmitter, the two new
frequencies appeared above and below
the carrier. At first thought it would

be imagined that if these two freare present as separate
signals, it should only be necessary to
amplify them as such. Unfortunately,
harmonic frequencies cannot be
separated quite so readily. Complex
side band frequencies are phrt of the
quencies

carrier frequency until subjecte'
some

form of non-linear

rep

How they might appear graphically is
shown in Fig. 5, where the light lines
represent the r -f carrier, and the two

heavy lines represent the upper and
lower side hands. It is evident that
the side bands have equal instantaneous magnitudes but in opposite di-

Fig. 4. Sum and difference characteristics

of an a -m signal, from antenna to loudspeaker.

rections; that
of phase.

is, they are 180° out
The result of this is that

they completely cancel each other out
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to
,r.
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5kc
IOkc
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5kc5(

R -F

MIXER

I -F

STAGE

A

43-ic

OSCILLATOR
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DISCRIMINATOR

43 mc
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STAGES

full width allowable by the deviation
ratio. The rate or speed at which the
carrier is caused to swing above and
below its assigned frequency is determined by the audio rate being applied.

GENERALLY SET AT
4.3mc BELOW INCOMING SIGNAL

in the second detector, unless prevented from doing so.
A detector tube, in whatever form,
is essentially a non-linear repeating de-

vice, that is to say, it will amplify or
repeat one of these harmonic frequencies more than it will the other.
Let us take the more simple case in
which a diode rectifier is used. In
this case, all of the negative r -f peaks

below the reference line X are re-

moved because of the rectification of
the diode, leaving the required audio
impulse as seen in Fig. 5.
The other unwanted note of 10 kc
is the much -referred to second harmonic. In pushpull amplifiers it is
made to cancel itself out in much the

same fashion as the two 5 kc notes
would cancel themselves before rectification. In the smaller receivers, the
10 kc note is allowed to go through the
amplifier, causing some distortion, be -

se it is an audible tone that was
present in the original transmisSuch distortion, however, is
usually held to satisfactory commercial
levels.
sion.

Frequency Modulation

In amplitude modulation we saw
that the carrier was varied in amplitude by the audio modulating signal
as illustrated in Fig. 3. This variation
in carrier amplitude is dependent upon
the intensity of the original audio note

Fig. 7 (top). A block diagram showing the function
of the component sections
of a f -m receiver. The r -f
stage will be required to
receive a signal of 75 kc on
either side of the frequency

to which it is tuned, or a
maximum of 150 kc.

Fig. 6 (right). Deviation in
the carrier frequency with
varying modulation powers
is illustrated here. The carrier frequency fo is seen to
deviate plus and minus 75
kc, with this deviation varying audio input intensities.

up to 15,000 cycles or 15 kc, a 15 kc
note may produce 5 side bands on each

of the carrier before reaching
the maximum width of 75 kc either
side

above or below the carrier frequency.

This is seen to produce a deviation
ratio of 75/5 or 5 to 1 which is the
maximum allowable under present rulings. In an a -m modulated receiver,

the carrier is held at the station's assigned frequency, but in an f -m transmitter the carrier is caused to shift its

frequency above and below this assigned frequency.

This carrier shift is a function of
two factors. The amount that the
carrier is made to deviate on either
side of this assigned frequency is determined by the intensity of the orig-

is apparent that the rate of carrier

shift is undergoing similar complex
rate changes. It should be emphasized

that the audio frequency being applied
to the transmitter has nothing whatever
to do with the band width or the amount
of deviation. This is determined entirely by the strength of the applied modulating note (or notes). It is also apparent that the number of side bands pres-

ent for any single modulating note
does not depend in the least upon the
audio modulating frequency. This, too,
depends only upon the intensity of the

applied audio frequency at the transmitter. This deviation in the carrier

ponent consists of unwanted
amplitude signals which, be-

either side of the carrier frequency.
In frequency modulation we observe
that a 5 kc modulating note produces

cause of their relative wide
voltage swings, drive the

limiter tube alternately to
cutoff.

not one, but many side bands on either
side of the carrier. This comparison

Fig.

9

(right).

A

f -m

discriminator circuit. The
discriminator acts as the

Fig. 2 in which the carrier frequency
may be anything from 42 mc to 45 mc
(these are the frequncies allotted to
f -m broadcasting by the FCC), and
the side bands may be 5 kc apart, ex-

second detector and converts the frequency devia-

either side of the carrier frequency.

is one of the most popular
types of discriminator systems employed in commer-

is means that an f -m station occupies a channel of 150 kc and compares
with 10 kc for an a -m broadcast station. Since a f -m transmitter is capable of transmitting audio frequencies

continual change when broadcasting
more than a single audio frequency, it

Illustrating
8 (left).
the two components fed to
a limiter. Horizontal component is the a -m signal,
while the vertical com-

produced by the 5 kc note would produce two side bands, spaced 5 kc on

tending out to a total of 75 kc on

Since the audio rate is undergoing

Fig.

(or notes) entering the microphone.
In Fig. 2 we saw that the modulation

is shown in the bottom portion of

inal audio note entering the microphone. A note of sufficient intensity
to produce 100% modulation in an
a -m transmitter will, in a f -m transmitter, shift the carrier out, with its
resulting train of side bands, to the

tions

received

from

the

limiter into audio frequencies. The circuit shown here

cial receivers. In operation
the primary and secondary
L1 and L are tuned to resonate at the same frequency

at the preceding i-f-t.
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Fig. 10. Vector diagrams indicating the
voltage relationships appearing in the
discriminator circuit.

are tuned to resonate at the same frequency as the preceding i-f transformers-generally 4.3 mc. The tL
primary, L,, is connected to the midpoint of the secondary inductance, L,,
through the coupling condenser, Ca.
This means that the primary voltage,
E1, will be present at the mid -point of

ceivers are essentially the same for
either a -m or f -m.

AV

4.4mc

FREQ

4.2mc

the secondary inductance; however,

Limiter

this signal voltage is not in phase with

The next unit shown in our block
diagram is the limiter. The limiter
plays the important role of removing

the total induced secondary voltage.
The secondary voltage is at right
angles to the primary voltage; in
other words, voltages E, and Ea are
90° out of phase with voltage E,. Be-

unwanted amplitude modulation.

Be-

cause noise impulses, when beating
with
Fig. 11.

The resulting output curve of
a discriminator.

with varying modulation
powers, can be seen clearly in Fig. 6,
in which the carrier frequency, F, is
seen to deviate plus and minus 75 kc,
with this deviation varying with varying audio input intensities
frequency,

F -M Receiver Operation

have seen how the carrier is
caused to deviate at the transmitter
and how, in so doing, it produces not

a pair of side bands for each audio
frequency as is the case with a -m, but
an infinite number of side bands. Now
let us concisely compare the practical
requirements of the f -m receiver as
compared to the a -m. Fig. 7 is a
block diagram, showing the function of
the component sections of a frequency
modulation receiver. The r -f stage will

be required to receive a signal of 75
kc on either side of the frequency to
which it is tuned, or a maximum of
150 kc. The oscillator frequency in an
a -m receiver is usually set above the
incoming frequency, but in a f -m receiver it is set below the incoming frequency. This is done to prevent interference with television signals. The ac-

the

oscillator

frequency, are

amplitude modulated, the limiter effectively reduces noise to a low level.
The general requirements for a limiter
tube are high mutual conductance and
sharp cut-off. The limiter tube is
operated at low plate and screen voltages. Sufficient gain is required ahead

of the limiter, to drive the plate current to cut-off on the negative swing
of the signal voltage, and to plate current saturation on the positive swing.
The incoming signal being fed to the

limiter can be considered as having
two components. The most important
is the horizontal component illustrated
in Fig. 8. The horizontal component
is the amplitude modulated signal and,

since its excursion is on either side of
the limiter resonant frequency, it is
unaffected by the limiter action. The
vertical component, however, is made
up

of

unwanted

amplitude signals

which, because of their relative wide
voltage swings, drive the limiter tube
alternately to cut-off or saturation.

The resulting effect of the limiter action is to clip the peaks of the amplitude impulses while still delivering to
the discriminator the complete intelligence of the frequency modulated signal. Since the limiter is essentially an

i-f stage, it delivers to the discriminator a signal at the i-f frequency.

cepted i-f frequency is now 4.3 me:.

Discriminator

consequently, the oscillator is set at 4.3

mc below the incoming station frequency. Whereas the i-f frequency in
an a -m receiver need pass only a 10
kc band, the f -m i-f must pass 150 kc.

It is the purpose of the discriminator to act as the second detector and
then to convert the frequency devia-

In order to accomplish this, the

audio frequencies. Several types of
discriminators have been used but, because of its simplicity, the one shown

i-f
transformers are designed in the con-

ventional manner

for 4.3 mc, and
sometimes have their primaries and
secondaries shunted with resistors to
broaden them out to the necessary
channel width. Except for this wide
bandwidth, up to this point the re8
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L, and is common to both the secondary voltages across each half of

tions received from the limiter into

in Fig. 9 is perhaps the most frequently used in the commercial re-

ceivers.

Superficially, its action is as follows.
The primary and secondary, L, and L2,

cause of this, the primary and the secondary voltage must be added in vec-

tor fashion so as to arrive at the resultant voltages of E, and Ea. This
relationship is shown at a. in Fig. 10.
Here the voltages E, and Ea are shown

to be at right angles to the primary
voltage,

E,.

The

resultant

diode

voltages, then, appear as E, and E5.
Now, since these voltages are equal
in magnitude and polarity, no detected

voltages will appear across resistors
and R,. This is the condition that
prevails at the resonant frequency.

that no voltage will be 'veloped by amplitude modulated nals at the resonant frequency. Now,
if the incoming signals are being frequency modulated, it does not remain
at the resonant frequency but is con- .
stantly on excursion on both sides of
resonance, plus or minus an amount
corresponding to the intensity of the
original modulating signal.
Suppose now we examine the discriminator action when the signal frequency is shifted above the resonant
frequency of the discriminator. Let
us assume that the applied frequency
is now 4.4 mc, which is 100 kc higher

than the 4.3 mc frequency to which
the discriminator is resonant. This will

have the effect of increasing the reactance (X -L) of the secondary coil.
Since a condenser decreases its effective reactance as the frequency goes
up, C2 assumes a lower reactance value
to the higher applied frequency. As a
consequence,

the

incoming

signal

views the secondary circuit, La and
Cz, as a capacity path, since the capacity has the lower reactance. Because the capacity has the effect of
producing a lag in voltage, we have
the result shown in Fig. 10b. H the two vectors, E2 and E3, are

to lag the primary voltage, vector E,.
The vectors are consequently rotated
clockwise. It can be seen, now, that

the resultant vectors, E. and Es, are

Because most present-day f -m receiv-

kc), and one for the f -m channel

no longer equal. This means that the
voltages across the diode resistors, R1

ers are combinations of a-trt and fm

and R., will no longer be equal. If
we assign an arbitrary voltage value
erectors E. and Es in Fig. 10a of 8.0

each manufacturer is likely4 to have

(4300 kc).
In aligning this receiver on the f -m
'bands a dummy antenna having a capacity of .1 mfd is used for the i-f sec-

s each, we find that vectors E. and

voltages of approximately 11.0 volts
for ES and 6.0 volts for E. -a differ-

in itself, is not difficult but it is generally advisable to follow the order
that the manufacturer recommends for
each particular model. It will be re-

ence of 5.0 volts. Since the diode volt-

membered that a signal at the resonant

age E. (the lower diode) is 5.0 volts

frequency of the discriminator will

the top cathode to

or below the resonant frequency will
produce output. In the absence of a
vacuum tube voltmeter or an oscilloscope, this fact may be used to align
the discriminator. If an amplitude
modulated signal at 4.3 mc is fed into

and frequently have short wave bands,
his own recommended method of alignment procedure. The f -m alignment,

E." in Fig. 10b have now assumed

greater than E., this 5.0 volts will produce no output, while a signal above
appear across

ground as an audio voltage. The vec-

tor diagram in Fig. 10c can be analyzed in the same fashion as the vec-

tor in Fig. 10b. It will be found to
take care of cases when the signal fre-

quency goes to 42 mc or 100 kc below the resonant frequency. In this

the f -m i-f, the discriminator will have

case, the vectors will rotate in an anticlockwise direction and the diode supplying the resistor, Es, is seen to deliver the greater detected voltage.

Thus, we see that if the signal frequency of 4.3 mc is moved back and
forth between 4.2 mc and 4.4 mc, an
audio voltage will exist between the
top cathode and ground, and the resulting output curve of the discriminator will appear as in Fig. 11.
Alignment Procedure

The alignment procedure of freoo.Qncy modulation receivers is often
using to the Service Man. This
true of the discriminator.

is

tion. A frequency setting of 4.3 mc
is used for four of the bands and two
frequencies of 4225 and 4375 kc is
used for the fifth band. In aligning
the r -f section a frequency setting of

50.5 mc is used with a dummy antenna of 100 ohms.

The frequency modulation i-f and
r -f band must be aligned before the
three standard short-wave bands can
be properly aligned. The oscillator and
radio -frequency adjustments must be
completed simultaneously for each of
the short-wave bands. Incidentally the

short-wave bands are aligned at 9.6

a distinct null point at the resonant
frequency of 4.3 mc. In order to use

mc, 11.8 mc, and 15.2 mc. A 400 -ohm
dummy antenna is used in aligning.

this method, however, it is imperative
that the signal generator be extremely
accurate, that is, when it is set to 4.3
mc, it must be 4.3 mc and not 4.4 mc

this receiver are of the bandspread
type, the alignment procedure is not

or 42 mc.
Typical 14 -Tube F -M Receiver

A typical f -m receiver, with provision for broadcast and short wave
reception, is shown in Fig. 12. This
receiver has a sensitivity of 10 microvolts average at 500 milliwatts output. Its selectivity at 1000 kc and at
1000 times the signal, is 27 kc.
There are two intermediate frequen-

cies, one for the broadcast band (455

Although the short-wave bands on
difficult. However, because each short
wave scale covers only a small portion
of the short wave spectrum you must
do the work carefully and your oscillator must be accurate.

Do not realign the band spread

scales unless you are positive they are
out of adjustment.
Coils T17 and T18 are the 455 kc i-f
coils. The first and second f -m i-f coils
are represented by T19 and T20. The
limiter coil is T21 and the discriminator coil is T22.

Fig. 12. A typical 14 -tube f -m receiver featuring operation on the broadcast bands, as well as short waves. This receiver also has
provision for a record changer. It will be noted that the diagram is shown in broadcast receiving position. Highlights of this receiver
are explained on this page.
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SERVICING TODAY
An Analysis of the State of the Industry by Leading Specialists
IFEEL quite

will be easier for a manufacturer to

considered an item strictly limited to
an instrument -maker's setup, is now
made in our factories, in tremendous
quantities, at reasonable cost. Much
automatic equipment has been introduced of late. We have a veritable
army of skilled workers. The impossible of yesterday has become the
achievement of today, and will be the

make available much needed goods for
the jobber and, ultimately, for the
Service Man.

commonplace of tomorrow.
I hate to predict. However, this is
no far-fetched guess : I believe that

Service

confident that the
Men's justifiable com-

plaints due to poor parts deliveries will be answered with some real
action through the medium of Limitation Order L-265. Of course the order
is new and has to be proved! However, from all previous indications it

L-265 means more than a new
method for the transferring of parts.
It means that the WPB now realizes
that the way to keeping 'em playing
is by facilitating delivery of cornponents.-G. V. Rockey, Meissner
Manufacturing Company.

THIS is war. Tomorrow it will
be peace. In the matter of radio

components there is bound to
be much disappointment these days for
the Service Man. Manufacturers are

virtually 100% on war work. Such
business is a must. If we have any
production capacity to spare, after tre-

mendous expansion of our facilities,
we may be permitted to consider civilian requirements. However, the war
won't last forever, and that's the bright
spot for all of us.

The radio parts industry has been
stepped up tremendously, in quality as
well as quantity. Today we are making quality components in unbelievable
quantities. What would have been

Service Men will be pleasantly surprised with the components they'll be

able to buy when the war is
These

quality

components,

over.
applied

with the tremendous gain in radio
knowledge and experience, especially
for those who've been in radar and military communications during the war,
will usher in that electronic era of radio

prosperity we've been talking about
so much. At any rate, here's hoping.

-Victor Mucher, Clarostat Mfg. Co.,
Inc.

REMEMBER the

old

colored

grandpappy who was telling the
youngsters about the rabbit and
the alligator?

"Yes, suh," he said, warming dramatically to his subject, "ole man

alligator was so close dat B'rer Rabbit

could feel hot breath on his tail jes
like he was in front of a furnace. It
seemed like B'rer Rabbit jes wasn't
goin' to be able to get away nohow.
Den, when ole alligator opened up his
jaws to gobble him up de rabbit made
one last jump to a tree, got hold of it,

clumb up to a branch an' sat dere

Sometimes it may not seem any
more possible for them to overcome all

of the

difficulties confronting them
than it did for B'rer Rabbit to climb
a tree-but they'll do it just the s,

American ingenuity has an amazing
knack of being able to work itself out
of tough jams-and when it comes to
classifying ingenuity,

radio Service

Men rate high on the list. What's

more, they will have the whole -hearted

backing of parts manufacturers, who
will lose no opportunity to do every-

thing within their power to help as
much as they can, and wherever they

the business of radio servicing-have

whatever limited supply of parts or

B'rer Rabbit who got out of a tough
spot by doing today what seemed impossible yesterday.

If I know radio Service Men-and
I think I do-they aren't going to be

SERVICE, JUNE, 1943

thrust upon them as they are normally
accustomed to handle.

sufficient types to enable Service Men,
with the manufacturer's whole -hearted
cooperation, to keep home receivers in
operating condition. I know too, that,

They've got a lot in common with

10

not going to wilt under the pressure
of having many times as much work

thumbing his nose."
"But gran'pappy," protested one of
the youngsters, "rabbits can't climb
trees."
The ole man spat indignantly.
"Well, dis heah rabbit dumb a tree
all right," he replied. "By golly, he
had to."
It's an old story, but it's still a good
one to illustrate the situation in which
many civilian businesses-including
found themselves during the shortages
and difficulties of these war time days.

VICTOR MUCHER

HARRY KALKER

of keeping the nation's radios in working order just because test equipment,
parts and men are scarce. And they're

can.

I am confident, for instance, that the

Victory Line of parts will contain

like ourselves, leading manufacturers
will issue pamphlets and instruction
folders as rapidly as possible, showing
how to make the best possible use of
equipment is available. I am also con-

fident that every effort will be made
to swap, sell, or loan existing unused
equipment to get it into the hands of
men who can use it to advantage.
In this connection, I have been particularly impressed by the tremendous

response that has come to the

gobbled up by the difficulties which

classified advertising service for Sr

unavoidably confront

vice Men offered by the Sprague Trading Post, a feature sponsored by us in

them.

They

aren't going to fall down on the job

five or six leading radio magazines.

Already, we have handled a great

many advertisments-all of them from
Service Men who either had spare parts

or equipment to sell, or who were
wanting to buy such materials. Hun(
3 of pieces of equipment, and literally thousands of parts have changed
hands as a result. All of them have
gone where they will do the greatest
good under present day conditions.
There are many other examples of
splendid cooperation by other manufacturers which might be mentionedjust as there are countless examples of
outstanding performance and ingenuity
on the part of Service Men themselves.
Actually, I am very optimistic over

the future outlook-not because the

2. They must make a sincere effort
to build good will today. They must
give better service today than they
have ever given before. Parts today
are hard to get-customers are easy to
find. Tomorrow, parts will be easy to
get and customers will be hard to find.
Treat your customers fairly today.
Explain shortages sympathetically. Inspire their confidence and build a permanent clientele.-J. A. Berman, Sales
Manager, Shure Brothers.

NOW for the first time the Service Man can really buy those
repla.:ements he needs in his
work, thanks to the new order L-265.
Previous restrictions are swept aside.
By submitting the defective part he

SYLVAN A. WOLIN

going will be easy, or conditions entirely satisfactory, but because of the
splendid spirit of cooperation and the
willingness to work harder and longer

has removed from radio or similar assembly, or certifying that he needs the

UCH has been said recently
regarding the necessity for

replacement, he can walk into his
jobber and get that required part.

types of radio parts, so that we can

than ever before that has been evi-

Meanwhile, the jobber in turn should
have no hesitancy in giving that part
to the Service Man since the jobber
can replace his stock on this same part-

denced throughout the trade.

A spirit like this isn't going to be
licked by future obstacles which may
arise. It is simply going to be put on
its mettle to overcome them. As the
old saying goes, the tough jobs will

for- part basis.

be done in a hurry. The impossible
jobs may take a little longer-but
they'll be done nevertheless. And that's
what counts !-Harry Kalker, Sales
Manager, Sprague Products Corpora -

Two facts are definitely conceded.
First, everyone concerned with Radioeven in the highest Governmental circles-is convinced that home receivers
must be kept in proper operating condition for the improvement of civilian
morale. Therefore, provision for manufacturing essential repair parts must
be made. Secondly, it is obvious, even
to the layman, that radio parts manufacturers-already performing mira-

able.

the war is over. They will be

The problem therefore reduced itself

Corps, Air

to one basic question, "How can we

Corps, and Navy trained radio tech-

nicians who are being thoroughly
CHARLEY GOLENPAUL

I like

this new Limitation Order

L-265. It's simple.
It reduces paper
work to a minimum. And yet it safe-

guards the use of our strategic materials as it should.
This new order should work wonders in wartime servicing. Until now,
unfortunately, many jobbers have held
up on the release of their merchandise.

They have held out for better odds,
working under the false impression
that they could not replace their stock,
although they could have replaced
whatever they sold by filing the
PD -1X form. However, the present
part -for -part routine now clears up all
doubts as to stock replenishment

within the production scope.

The WPB is certainly proving its
intention of keeping American radio
sets functioning, to the end that the
American people can be kept informed

and guided and encouraged at every

stage in the winning of the war.Charley Golenpaul, Aerovox CorporaJACK BERMAN

keep 'em playing.

parts which they formerly made avail-

big problem in competition when

radio and electronics.

civilian

in producing vast quantities of
war materials-cannot be expected to
produce the variety of replacement

RADIO Service Men will face a

grounded in fundamentals, technique
and knowledge of the latest radio circuits. In order to meet this competition, radio Service Men must do two
things:
1. They must read technical magazines and keep posted on all available
news about the new developments in

of

cles

Hon.

bidding against Signal

standardization

tion.

provide essential replacement parts for
civilian receivers without unduly dis-

turbing production of parts for the
fighting fronts ?"
Obviously, standardization of re-

placement types could be the only answer, through the consequent reductions in available types, electrical
characteristics, mounting arrangements, etc. Such standardization per-

mits increased production, which will

at the same time consume the least
practical amount of sorely -needed materials and labor.

But one factor-and a very important one-has not as yet been the subject of public comment. That is the
fact that a standardization program
could not even have been contemplated

if the abilities of the men who had to
use these parts were on a low level.
Standardization demands ingenuity on
the part of the Service Man who must
adapt these new units as replacements
for older, and rarely obtainable types
of parts. Unquestionably, the talents
of American Service Men have aided
greatly in the development and adop(Continued on page 24)
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PHOTOCONTROL SERVICING
By S. J. MURCEK
ESSENTIALLY, the electronic
photocontrol,

often

miscalled

the light relay or electric eye.
consists of a light -responsive element,
usually a phototube, and a suitable amplifier tube, together with the ever -

necessary power supply and electromagnetic relay. In actual practice,
however, it will

be found that this

basic system has grown into a maze of
small components, further complicated
by the addition of numerous tubes and
relays. Thus, when operation troubles
arise, it is often difficult to analyze and
localize the cause of the disturbances
affecting normal operation. It is.
therefore, obvious that a thorough un-

derstanding of the principles underlying photocontrol operation is invalu-

able to the Service Man.
Photocontrols are found in numerous applications. They may be used
to control the opening of doors, as in
railway stations, or production line
package counting, sorting, packaging,
in fact any place where the interrupting or dimming of a light beam may
be interpreted in terms of relay action.
This leads to two general classifications. Photocontrols subjected to a
slow change in illumination are known
as static photocontrols. Those oper-

as the control of larger relays, is conventional.

At times, photocontrols
terminate directly in actuating motors.

The circuit diagram of Fig. 1 illustrates a photocontrol of static type in
elementary form. Here, 1 is the photo tube, 2 is a pentode tube of the sharp
cut-off type, 3 is the phototube load
resistor,

4, 5, 6,

and 7 are battery

sources of electrode potential supply,
and 8 is a small control relay of the
telephone switchboard type.
In this circuit, if the phototube is
initially dark, the current through the
phototube load resistor is zero, and
the voltage across the resistor is also
zero. Since the load resistor is connected to the negative terminal of the
grid biasing battery 4, and the voltage
across the resistor is zero, it follows
that the voltage between the pentode
grid and cathode is equal to battery 4.
Further, the pentode grid is negative

with respect to its cathode, and the
plate current is cut off. Since the pentode plate current, which flows
through the operating coil of the end
relay 8 is zero, it follows that the armature of the relay will remain open or
unsealed.

the amplifier tube or tubes on the

Now if the phototube is subjected to
illumination of a comparatively high
level, the conductivity of the photo tube rises appreciably, and the photo tube plate current flowing through the
loading resistor develops a potential
across this resistor which is almost
equal to the voltage existing across
batteries 4 and 5. This makes the pentode control grid positive with respect

method

to its cathode.

ated by a sudden, but not continuous
change in illumination, are known as
dynamic photocontrols.
Various tube types may be employed
in the design of photocontrols. The
type of phototube selected depends on

the service for which it is intended;
of

end

operation

desired.

Use of relays for end operation, such
Fig. I.

12

As a result, an appreciable current flows through the

An elementary form of static type of photocontrol.
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operating coil of the relay; the relay
seals, closing the load circuit.
The element supply batteries 4, 5, 6
and 7 may easily be replaced with an
a -c power supply. It can be seen that
such a power conversion supply dupli-

cates that of the average radio

re-

ceiver.

Trouble shooting tests for the
supply would approximate those used
in standard radio repairing.
Returning to the analysis of the circuit in Fig. 1, tube 2 is referred to as

a radio pentode, possibly similar to
the 6F6. As the grid potential of such
a tube is varied, so that the grid is less
negative with respect to the cathode,

a point is reached where the rise in
the plate current is rapid, that is, quite
steep for a proportional change in the
grid -to -cathode voltage.

Thus if the

potential across the phototube loading

resistor is such that the grid of the
pentode is just enough negative with
respect to its cathode to permit only a
small plate current flow through the
coil of the relay, then a small change
in the illumination level of the photo tube will cause a large increase i:
pentode plate current, and the reiay
will seal.
Further, since a small
change in the grid -to -cathode voltage
of a pentode tube provides a comparatively large change in the plate current of such a tube, one may see that
the photocontrol sensitivity is, to a
large extent, dependent on the over-all
amplification of the photocontrol.
In the previous discussion it was
shown that a change in the illumination level on the phototube from a low
to a higher value caused the relay to
seal. Since the conductivity of the

Fig. 2. A photocontrol of the dynamic type is illustrated here.

phototube remains high if the illumination is high, the control grid of the
pentode remains positive with respect
to the cathode, and the plate current is
high. Under these conditions the relay remains in the sealed state. Re `ion in the illumination level on the
,totube reduces its conductivity, and

the current flow through the loading
resistor is reduced proportionately. If
the illumination level is reduced to the

point where the bias voltage on the
pentode grid is allowed to assume a
negative value, the plate current cuts
off, and the relay unseals. Since the
operation of this photocontrol depends
on a slow change in illumination level,
it is known as a static photocontrol.
A photocontrol of the dynamic type
is shown in Fig. 2. This type is often
referred to as an impulse control,
since its action depends on a rapid increase in the light intensity falling on
the phototube. Here, the amplifier is
a thyratron tube, operating from a d -c

power supply consisting of the dry
cells 5 and 7, and the negative bias
battery 4. Since thyratrons are limited to commercial uses, and are rarely

seen in receiver circuits, it would be
well to review its theory, operation
and applications in photocontrol circuits.

The simplest concept of a thyratron
is that of a gaseous rectifier tube with
a

control grid.

However, its

be -

or as compared with a triode diflets in one important respect. When
the control grid of a thyratron tube is
maintained negative with respect to its
cathode or filament, the tube is nonconductive; that is, no plate current
flows. However, once the grid swings
positive, the tube begins to conduct
quite suddenly, or, simply fires. The
current passed by the tube in its firing
state is large, limited only by the circuit or relay resistance. The full emission of the cathode may be realized
with plate voltages as low as 15 or 20
volts. If the grid is now driven negative, it will be found that the tube still
conducts, the grid apparently having
no further control on the flow of plate

To stop the plate current,
the plate voltage must be reduced to
zero. If the grid potential is returned
to its negative state before plate voltage is again applied, no current will
current.

flow.

Since the thyratron tube is essentially a gaseous rectifier, it is obvious
that the tube will rectify an alternating
current; that is, current will flow on
the positive halves of the cycle, provided the control grid potential is
Live.

-Among applications in photocon-

trols to which the thyratron tube is
placed are those involving the use of

Fig. 3. A static photocontrol system using pre -amplification. The photocontrol here
will operate reliably with light levels of one -foot candle or less.

the tube as a relay lock -in device, with

the plate circuit operated from d -c,
such that, once the phototube fires the
thyratron, the thyratron plate current
closes the relay in the plate circuit and
holds it closed until the plate current
is interrupted in some manner; use of

crease in the potential across resistor
3 causes the coupling capacitor 12 to
charge, the charging current flowing
through the grid resistor 13. Effectively, on

the rise of the voltage

type, passing average plate currents

across resistor 3, capacitor 12 is a
short circuit between grid resistor 13
and the phototube loading resistor,
since the charging current taken by
this capacitor is initially high. Further, since the terminal of resistor 3
which is connected to the cathode of
the phototube, is positive when the
phototube conducts, it is readily seen
that the grid end of resistor 13 is also
positive when the capacitor is charg-

less than

ing.

the tube as a current amplifier to operate a comparatively large relay from

phototube currents; and use of

the

tube as a grid -controlled rectifier for
reversal of an actuating motor by

means of the change in illumination
level on a phototube.
Commercial thyratrons of the small
100

milliamperes include

such types as the Raytheon 2A4G,
RCA 884 and 885, and the Westinghouse types WL 630 and WL 629.
Larger thyratrons, passing currents
of several amperes, include the Westinghouse types KU 627 and KU 636,
also types WL 632 and WL 672.
It is to be observed that the control

grid of a thyratron actually

is

an

auxiliary plate, and is quite capable of
handling large currents. However,
since the driving power available from
phototubes and small radio tubes is
small, it is conventional to limit the

thyratron grid current to a fraction
of that carried by the plate control
The method of limiting the
grid current merely involves the incircuits.

troduction of a high resistance in

series with the grid.
In the circuit of Fig. 2, an increase
in the level of light illuminating the
phototube increases the conductivity
of this tube, and results in an increase

in the flow of current through the
loading resistor 3. The resulting in-

When the capacitor charges to such
a value that voltage across it is equal
to that across resistor 3, the charging
current ceases and the voltage across
resistor 13 falls to zero. Thus, if the
illumination on the phototube is increased, a positive voltage pulse will
occur across the grid resistor 13. A
decrease in the illumination level on
the phototube results in a decrease of
the voltage across its load resistor.
The coupling capacitor must now discharge to a value such that the voltage
across it now equals the voltage appearing across the phototube load resistor. When the capacitor discharges,
the discharge current flows through
resistor 13, ceasing when the charge
across the capacitor equals the voltage
across resistor 3. Since the fall in
potential across resistor 3 is impressed
across resistor 13 by means of the initial short circuit caused by the capacitor and the grid end or terminal of
the capacitor is now its negative terminal, the voltage appearing across.
SERVICE, JUNE, 1943
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resistor 13 is negative with respect to
the voltage across resistor 3. Thus, a
negative voltage impulse appears

changed, closing the plate circuit by
releasing the push button will not
re-establish conduction by the thyra-

when the illumina-

tron.
This thyratron-operated photocon-

across resistor

13

tion level on the phototube is decreased.
Resistor 14 of Fig. 2 is a grid current limiting resistor used in con-

junction with the manipulation of the
control grid in the thyratron tube
when its grid is driven positive. It
should be observed that the maximum
resistance in series with the coupling
capacitor is limited by the resistance
value of resistor 14. In order that a
maximum voltage pulse be developed
across resistor 13, with a change in
phototube illumination level, the resistor (14) selected must have resistance as high as possible, without
causing unstable operation
thyraton.

of

the

In the circuit arrangement of Fig.

2 we note that the control grid of
the thyratron is negative with re-

spect to its cathode when the illuminition on the phototube is stable, since
the voltage across resistor 13 under
these conditions is zero. However,
since a positive voltage pulse appears
across this resistor when the illumination on the phototube is increased, the
control grid of the thyratron is driven
positive with respect to its cathode,
and the thyratron fires. The result-

ant current flow through the relay

coil 8 seals the relay, closing the relay
contacts 9. The contacts will remain closed until such time as the
plate current of the thyratron is in-

terrupted by means of the closed circuit push button 15. Depressing the
push button opens the plate circuit.
Since the grid of the thyratron is
negative with respect to its cathode,
unless the phototube illumination is

trol will operate only with increases,
or positive pulses, in the illumination

on the phototube,

since a decrease

in the illumination results in a negative pulse of voltage across the thyratron grid resistor. Since the thyratron is capable of conducting comparatively large plate currents, the
control relay may be quite large, often capable of switching the operating currents of a one-horse power
motor.

A study of the uses to which these
photocontrols are put would indicate
that the photocontrol is so placed that
the light beam from the integral
light source furnished with the photo control would fall directly on the phototube, operation occurring when the
beam of light is interrupted. Technically, photocontrols of the general
type illustrated in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2
are usually applied to operations involving control actuation from direct
light. Due to the low overall amplification, or sensitivity of such photo controls, the level of phototube illumination required is high, being of the
order of five to twenty -five-foot candles. As a consequence, in order to
insure reliable operation, direct illumination by the light source is resorted

Fig. 3. This photocontrol functions
with a decrease in phototube illumination level, and will operate reliabl)
with light levels of the order of one -

tenth of a foot candle or less.
The normal illumination level on
1 of Fig. 3 is so adj
ed that the voltage across the resiswr
3 exceeds that existing between the
slider arm and the negative terminal
of potentiometer 4. This places the
control grid of the pre -amplifier pentode 2 positive with respect to its cathode, and the tube draws an appreci-

the phototube

able plate current through the plate
resistor 7. The voltage appearing
across this resistor then exceeds that
6, placing the plate of
the pentode negative with respect to

across resistor

its screen grid. Since the control grid
of the thyratron 12 is connected to the
plate of the pentode in series with the

grid current limiting resistor 8, and
the cathode of the thyratron is effectively connected to the pentode screen

grid, we see that the grid of the thyratron is negative with respect to its
cathode, and the thyratron does' not
conduct.

A decrease in the illumination on
the phototube results in a decrease in
the potential appearing across resistor 3, placing the grid of the pentode negative with respect to its cathode, cutting off its plate current.

Since the voltage across resistor 7 is
now zero, the plate of the pentode,

'

to in these instances.
Where the photocontrol is required

therefore the thyratron grid, is p,--

to

operate from reflected light, or
from very low illumination levels, the
designer applies additional amplification to the variation of phototube load
resistor voltages. A static photocon-

grid.

trol

is

causing the relay contacts 9 to close.
Since thyratron plate voltage is secured from winding 14 of the power
transformer, the relay coil 13 operates from half -wave rectified a -c. In

shown in the schematic diagram of

this case, the relay will be found to

utilizing

pre -amplification

tive with respect to the pentode screen

be
Fig. 4. An explanation of voltage phases when using the thyratron. (See page 20.)

Thus the thyratron conducts,

equipped with a short-circuited

shading coil which lags the collapse
of the relay magnet field enough to
prevent armature chattering.
An increase in the illumination on
the phototube will obviously cause the
control grid of the thryratron to swing
negative with respect to its cathode
once more. The latter will cease to
conduct on the negative half -cycle of
the a -c wave succeeding the negative
thyratron grid swing.
The phase -shifting circuit consist-

ing of resistor 19 and capacitor 20,
operating

from

the

center -tapped

winding 16 of the power transformer
is a peculiarly advantageous feature
found in Westinghouse photocontrols.

The function of this circuit is interesting and in the case of the more
sensitive photocontrols, will be fc
to be of great importance.
Since windings 14 and 16 of Fig. 3
(Continued on page 20)
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By HENRY HOWARD
pORTABLE receivers designed
for a -c or d -c line operation are
receiving the major portion of

interest this year, now that batteries
for many portables are unavailable.
The line -powered receivers feature
many unusual circuit elements.

The battery tube filaments

in the

able with a t -r -f stage.

filtered, separate decoupling circuits
being used in each of the three stages
fed by the avc bus. This is insurance
against oscillation or other instability
due to coupling from a common impedance element. A 11726 rectifier

Only two con-

densers are used, however. The third
element is a variable inductance coil
in the plate of the r -f stage for first
detector tuning. This shunts a fixed
silver .000367 mfd mica of close tolerance.

The avc circuit is exceptionally well

Fig. 2. Admiral P-6-XP6, with an excep-

tionally well -filtered avc circuit.

Knight B-17109, Fig. 1, for instance,
are operated in parallel from a 1.5 volt

A battery and are switched in series
in the cathode circuit of the 50L6GT
for line operation. The 3Q5GT battery power tube is not used in line
operation. The output transformer
primary is tapped to match impedances of both power tubes, the 3Q5
feeding the entire primary and the

I07
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ouTour

MR 2 IV

.1.66
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C.7

3Q5

1115

IN5

I. per e 0%

c

is

50L6 being tapped down.

The receiver has a genuine tuned

C,9

t -r -f stage with a 3 -gang condenser.
A tuned -plate oscillator circuit is employed, with the grid coil functioning
as a tickler.
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Admiral P6-XP6

well designed single band 3 -gang port -

Late Model.
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Knight B-17109, with its battery
tube filaments operated in parallel from
a 1.5 -volt A battery.
Fig. I.
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with both diodes in parallel feeds the
series filament string through a filter
choke and surge suppressor resistor of

22 ohms, and a 2,150 -ohm voltage
dropping resistor.
Farnsworth CT -60

3 -gang portable, Farnsworth CT -60, is shown in Fig. 3. In

Another

this set only two stages, the r -f and
converter, are fed avc. The r -f stage
has a decoupling filter. The i-f stage
uses a 5-megohm grid leak. In addition it receives a fixed bias from the
tube below it, in the series. This receiver also uses the 117Z6, in a circuit
similar to the Admiral P6-XP6.
Airline 14WG-575

One battery set that has no dry

'

tery worries in this batteryless
is the Airline 14WG-575, Fig. 4, designed for 6 -volt storage battery and
a -c operation. This is a 5 -tube table
16
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model unit with a battery consumption
of 2.2 amperes at 6.3 volts. It is rated
at 32 watts at 117 volts a -c. Power

73:17.

ars.515.61-

4

!,

at 6

SOO

370

output is from 0.5 watt with 1.0 watt
maximum. All tubes, including the

t

SRA cm

Dower tube (6G6G) are of the low

aorrom vi5W OF 5005F TS

a

3

2

1145

INS

IA7

,n 150 milliampere class for battery
economy.

7077G,

3 515.5t555t

.6F4,

HNC

T. 6.5 /US.

:. SW,

OXTl 05C

5

0

OS
3

An external antenna and

good ground are required, the ground
being especially helpful in reducing
noise when battery operated.
Knight 6CH5
On

An interesting auto set, Knight
6CH5, is shown in Fig. 5. Provision
is made for coupling either a high capacity antenna or a low capacity one
in an efficient manner, at points
marked HC and LC respectively. The
high capacity aerial has a lower impedance and therefore is tapped down
on the primary, whereas the low capacity, high impedance aerial uses the
full primary. A 30 mmfd condenser
between the primary tap and secondary tap provides additional capacity
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COMMON GROUND

60 -inch shielded cable lead-in, plus one

Fig. 3. Farnsworth CT -60 portable with a

coupling.

of the following types of aerials
running board, built-in roof aerial in

string.

considered to have a capacity of

fabric top, or above -the -roof antennas
close to a metal top. Low capacity
antennas have a capacity of around 70
mmfd, which includes a 30 -inch cable

.

High capacity antennas are here

around 200 mmfd to ground. This is

approximately the value of a typical
Fig. 4. Airline 14 WG-575 designed for
6 -volt storage battery and a -c operation.

.

11726 rectifier feeding a series filament

.

and a low capacity aerial of the fish
pole, door hinge or top -of -roof type,

running well away from the top.

Several 1936 cars built by Chrysler
have a steel roof insulated from the
car body which, when used as an antenna, has a capacity of about 1,500
mmfd. This is too high for satisfac-
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tory results. Short aerials of these
types can be considered as generators.
They have internal impedances equal

penetrates the car body. Since, for
running board antennas, the shielding
must run all the way to the antenna,
the performance is never too satis-

to their capacity reactance, with the
lead-in cables acting as a shunt ca-

factory.

pacitance.

The cables therefore shunt
plenty of signal to ground. It is therefore important to keep them as short
as possible. A flat top added to a
vertical section of an aerial lowers the
effective internal impedance and,
therefore, reduces the shunting effect
of a given cable capacity. This provides more signal for the receiver.
For door hinge and top -of -roof an-

Fig. 5. Knight 6CH5, with provision for
coupling a high or low capacity antenna.

which feeds a 6B8G diode -pentode,
6K6G driver and 6N7G power stage.
Farnsworth CT -63

Inductive -Capacitive Coupling Used
`14

In the Knight 6CH5 receiver the
local -distance switch shunts a - 1,000 ohm resistor in the r -f and i-f cathode
return, thereby decreasing the grid
bias and providing greater gain. This

switch is operated by a special wing
knob behind the tuning knob. The r -f
to detector interstage coupling has a

tennas, the lead-in must be shielded
for the entire distance, from the receiver to the point where the lead

combined

inductive

and

capacitive

system similar to that in the antenna
transformer, or from r -f plate to center tap of the secondary. This arrangement produces a sharply tuned

Farnsworth CT -63 and 64 dual
band a-c/d-c receiver using 6 -volt !RiFig. 6.

circuit. The i-f amplifier uses 175 kc

me tubes.

Fig. 6 shows a dual band a -c d -c receiver, Farnsworth CT -63 and 64,

using 6 -volt, 150 -ma 6SS7 tubes fo,
r -f and i-f amplifiers. A low i
pedance short-wave loop is provided

the usual broadcast
antenna coupling is
obtained with a separate aerial input
transformer. The detector stage is
untuned, but a peaking coil is utilized
in the r -f plate and an i-f wave trap is
in addition to
loop. External

connected between the signal grid and
oscillator grid. The trap consists of

two coils and the capacity between
them, acting as a series circuit.
Philco 42.350
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A f-m/a-m combination receiver, with many features, is shown in Fig.
7. It is the Philco 42-350, 7 -tube,
3 -band job. Two XXL triodes are

CONY

and an X XFM double diode -triode is
used for the detector and first audio.
A low impedance loop is connected to
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VOLTS TOMO

a tap on an iron -core antenna auto transformer. The first and second i-f
transformers have a single primary
and two secondaries, one for 455 kc
and the other for 4.3 me for f -m. The
third i-f transformer has two primaries and really two entirely separate
detector circuits, one f -m and one, the
usual diode a -m.
Knight' 390

A strange array of tubes is employed
in the Knight 390, 8 -tube recorder
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IF YOU CANNOT REPLACE RADIO PARTS
REPAIR THEM WITH
PRODUCTS
Walsco RADIO CHEMICALS
Speaker Cements
Cements For Plastics

Special Adhesives
Contact Cleaning Fluids
Noise Eliminating Compounds
Radio Lubricants

PHOTOCONTROL SERVICING
(Continued from page

14)

are wound on the same core and in
the same direction, the upper terminals of each of these windings will
of the same a -c polarity at any gi
instant.

Thus, the voltages across

these windings are in phase, (Fig. 4),

2 being the voltage across winding
14 and 8 the voltage across winding
16.

Since the current through capaci-

tor 20 leads the voltage across it by
90', the voltage across the junction
of resistor 19 and capacitor 20, and
t>44
Walsco RADIO HARDWARE
Dial and Knob Springs
Trimounts, Set Screws
Walsco CABLES, BELTS

WALIER

L

SCI4011

CO.
Of course-we are concentrating our

of

efforts on wor production-but not

Alanufartureo

WALSCO

for a second are we neglecting the

PRODUCTS

and
For Communication
Schools ands

RADIO SERVICEMEN who require so

ent Manufacturers.
Men
Repair

many WALSCO RADIO PRODUCTS
to keep the radios of their customers

Hills, Calif.

in perfect working ,order. Write to-

Laboratories,
Blvd., Beverly
Monica
9306 Santo

day for WALSCO Catalogue No. 112,

giving complete information about
WALSCO PRODUCTS.

Dept. S

the center -tap of winding 16 lags the
voltage across the lower half of winding 16 by 90°. The voltage appearing
between the condenser -resistor junction and center -tap of winding 16 is
shown as voltage 7 in Fig. 4. It may
be seen that this voltage leads the
winding 16 voltage, and therefore
winding 14 voltage by 90°.
This factor assumes importance
when the characteristics of a -c thyratron operation are considered. As the
plate -to -cathode voltage of the thyra-

tron rises, the negative bias required
to prevent conduction by the tube also
rises. This is termed the critical grid
characteristic of the thvratron, and is
shown as voltage 3 in Fig. 4.
If, in Fig. 4, 1 is the cathode voltage
level of the

MUELLER

REWRITE

thyratron, and 4 is

a

steady-state d -c biasing voltage on

grid, the tube will fire at point

since the grid voltage at this point is
too small to hold the tube non-conductive. The portion of the half -cycle
conducted by the thyratron may then
be measured as a function of the time
elapsing between points 11 and 12,
which is

less than a

full half -cycle.

It follows that such current flow may
be insufficient to hold the control relay in series wtih the thyratron plate
in the sealed position, resulting in relay chattering.
Introduction of the phase -shifted

CLIPS
ARE ON THE FIRING LINE
3/10 LULL SiZE

ILLUSTNATIO4

55051.

A...
D.C.

METERS

Available in all catalogued models and ranges

Scale - 80°- 11,/2" on enameled Specify
Range
metal plate.
A.C.

Construction - Full bridge mov. or D.C.
ing iron type with hard steel pivots. Add "L"
r

Accuracy-± 5% Full Scale or tNn=i
± 2% any one point to order.

number

WITH RADIO EVERYWHERE
For Quick Temporary Connections
Made in 10 sizes-from the tiny
wee -pee -wee to the 300 ampere

Big Brute.

Offered in both steel and solid
copper.

Red and black rubber insulators
to fit each size.
A complete line with
A CLIP FOR EVERY PURPOSE
Stock deliveries on
practically all items.

Send for free samples and catalog 810

Mounting - 2/ diameter hole.

ye

depth behind flange.

READRITE METER WORKS, Bluffton, Ohio
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1565 E. 31sf St. -

Cleveland, Ohio

voltage 7 in series with the negative
grid biasing voltage, insures the conduction of a full half -cycle by the thyratron, indicated by the position of
the voltage wave /0 in Fig. 4. Here,

it is seen that the thyratron may not

conduct at any other position than the
beginning of the half -cycle, since the

grid voltage swings negative at any
point other than the start of the halfcycle, thus insuring delivery of full
half -waves with the approach of the
zero grid -to -cathode voltage state.

Service and repair of photocontrols
will present something of a problem
to the Service Man. Phototube load

ing resistors, such as resistor 3

Fig. 1, may range between one and
fifty- megohms,
which places the
measurements of these circuits far be -

yond the scope of the average vacuum
tube voltmeter. A simple expedient

for arriving at the condition of the
phototube circut involves the voltage

across battery 4 of Fig.

1.

If this

voltage is replaced with a convenientvariable d -c voltage source, it is
'

You flick a
switch up here ...

.,sible to vary this voltage so that
the difference in two positions of this
voltage, with respect to two different
phototube illumination levels as read
with a photographic light meter, may
be taken as an indication of the voltage change across resistor 3 with
change in phototube light level. This

holds true, since the point at which
the control grid of the amplifier tube
swings positive is a fixed value. The
quotient of this voltage difference to
lumen difference on the phototube establishes the phototube current. If

this current does not agree with the
characteristics of the tube as given
in the tube manufacturer's data, then
the phototube

is

defective, or

its

anode -to -cathode voltage is incorrect.
Dust Films

A particular bugaboo of photocontrol operation lies in dust films collecting inside the apparatus across the
components. Due to the very high resistance of the phototube loading resistor, the conduction paths offered
by dust films may result in such a low
phototube loading resistance that insufficient voltage to swing the control
- -id of the pentode follows. Again,
lust film between the cathode of the
phototube and one of the highly positive voltage terminals may be of sufcient conductivity to maintain the control grid of the amplifier pentode positive with respect to its cathode. Under
these

conditions,

the

photocontrol

would be completely inoperative. In
the first case, it would be impossible
to cause the photocontrol relay to seal.
In the second, it would be impossible
to cause the photocontrol relay to unseal.

SAY you're "dropping in" unexpectedly
on the Joneses for a visit some evening.
Their "landing yard" is dark, so you push

working overtime on America's number

the button in your plane, and-presto!the landing lights flash a welcome, and

will be needed to build, service, and maintain communications equipment, servomechanisms, and other powerful electrical
tools of tomorrow's world.
Much of our present line of tube testers,
oscillators, signal analysers, multimet2rs,

you alight smoothly and safely.
That's one of the logical and fascinating
applications for radio remote control devices that you and I will need in the new
age of flight that's dawning. There'll be
countless others.

And so, while Jackson engineers are

one job, they're also planning ahead,

thinking about the test equipment that

etc., will change; some of it will not. In
any case, it will be fine equipment, soundly
engineered, sold at fair prices.

ACiSON

gine eWelikat ged.

e9rotAttimen4

JACKSON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT COMPANY, DAYTON, OHIO

The remedy lies in a thorough

cleaning of the phototube system. Suction removal of the dust accumulation

most highly recommended, to be
followed with a thorough cleaning
with a brush having stiff bristles. Use
of liquid cleaners results, usually, in
is

the sealing of a thin dust layer be-

neath a coating of the cleaner.
Where accumulation of dust in the
photocontrol is prone to be rapid, the
should be thoroughly dust proofed. Better still, the manufac-

unit

turer of the unit should be contacted
for a suitable dust -proof housing.
Numerous photocontrols are installed in industrial locations, where
-'ibration conditions may be severe.

... and the light

xamples of such installations include
units functioning to count the passing
packages on a production conveyor,
observation of boiler gauge water lev-

comes on down here
SERVICE, JUNE, 1943
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TO HIT 91EMIE

HE year 1943 promises to be the grimmest, hardest

I year this country has ever faced. Every effort, and
every dollar of national income not absolutely needed
for existence, should go into war work and War Bonds.
In the Pay Roll Savings Plan, America finds a potent

weapon for the winning of the war-and one of the
soundest guarantees of the preservation of the American way of life!

Today about 30,000,000 wage earners, in

175,000

plants, are buying War Bonds at the rate of nearly half
a billion dollars a month. Great as this sum is, it is not
enough! For the more dollars made available now, the
fewer the lives laid down on the bloody roads to Berlin
and Tokio!
You've undoubtedly got a Pay Roll Savings Plan in
your own plant. But how long is it since you last checked
up on its progress? If it now shows only about 10% of the
gross payroll going into War Bonds, it needs jacking up!

This is a continuing effort-and it needs continual at-

tention and continual stimulation to get fullest results.
You can well afford to give this matter your close
personal attention! The actual case histories of thousands of plants prove that the successful working out of
a Pay Roll Savings Plan gives labor and management a
common interest that almost inevitably results in better
mutual understanding and better labor relations.
Minor misunderstandings and wage disputes become
fewer. Production usually increases, and company spirit
soars. And it goes without saying that workers with substantial savings are usually far more satisfied and more
dependable.

And one thing more, these War Bonds are not only
going to help win the war, they are also going to do much
to close the dangerous inflationary gap, and help prevent
post-war depression. The time and effort you now put in
in selling War Bonds and teaching your workers to save,

rather than to spend, will be richly repaid many times
over-now and when the war is won.

*

You've done your bit

Now do your best!

This space is a contribution to victory today and sound business tomorrow by SERVICE
22
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els, and positioning of wrapper label
impressions on candy wrapping machines.

Since pentode amplifier tubes

are numerous in photocontrol appli-

cations, these often present a source of
trouble. In the circuit of Fig. 3, a
3y pentode will cause the thyratron

fire spuriously, due to the voltage
impulses appearing across the resistor
7. Such a condition would be tantamount to a catastrophe in candy wrapping machine operation. Procedure
for location of the trouble in such an
L.,

instance is rather simple. A high resistance a -c voltmeter or output meter

is clipped across resistor 7 of Fig. 3,
and the phototube removed from its
socket. Tapping the pentode envelope, if the tube is noisy, results in
swings of the output meter indicator
hand. A confusing condition appearing similar to amplifier tube noise results if the phototube excited lamp is
microphonic. Here, noise voltage impulses do not occur if the phototube
illumination is cut off, or if the photo tube is removed from its socket. Tapping the light source housing will immediately reveal the trouble, however.

Proper procedure in this case indicates lamp replacement, or, if vibra-

tion is severe, the mounting of the
light source on a shock -absorbing
housing.

TO HELP WIN
THE WAR
-years of
Today, the 36
that
skill and experience
developed
pioneered and
plus -

the "QU ANT ITY -

manufacture
QUALITY"
products, are
of BRACH
ely todirected excl usiv armed
ward serving our
road to
forces on their
Victory.

A word of caution with respect to
phototubes should be of value here.
'uum phototubes will be found op from plate voltage supplies as
high as 500 volts, and little electrical

trouble will be encountered with this
type, with the possible exception of
dust film troubles. However, in the
case of gas -filled phototubes, extreme

care should be taken to see that the
voltage across the phototube does not
exceed ninety volts. Rise of the phototube supply voltage in the case of a
gas phototube, above the ninety -volt
level causes the gas to ionize, and the
sensitive cathode coating is destroyed.
Other aids to the radio Service Man
in connection with electronic equipment service include a thorough study
of a -c and d -c power circuit wiring.

This is especially true of motor circut connections, since photocontrols

are sometimes installed and so connected as to operate an integral power motor, which performs the final
operation, such as the automatic open-

ing of a surgical room door. Study
in the proper placing of limit and repositioning switches will result in increased revenues.
In concluson, since the servicing of
electronic equipment in general leads

the handling of power wiring and
,..ircuit layout, an intensive study of
the National Wiring Code will not be
amiss, often saving return calls which

World's Oldest and Largest Manufacturers of Radio Aerial Systems

55-65 DICKERSON STREET NEWARK, N. J.
are due to objections of insurance

company wiring inspectors. Customer
good will and resultant increased revenue will often result, too, if the client
is reminded of requirements anent installations in the proximity of explosive gases and vapors, and ever-present paraffin pots.

NEWS OF THE REPRESENTATIVES

At the last meeting of the MidLantic
chapter, announcement of the retirement
the Philadelphia area Rep Milton
Shapp for the duration to enter the armed
forces was made.
The MidLantic chapter also reports the
acquisition of a new member, J. H.
Benge, 6710 Hollis St., Philadelphia, Pa.
of

Verner 0. Jensen, Seattle, Wash., is
now doing business under the name of
Verner 0. Jensen Co. with offices at 2607
Second Ave., Seattle.

Our country is at war. On

the home -front, it is your obli-

gation, small enough surely,

to keep your industry functioning smoothly "for the duration".

The June meeting of the Mid-Lantic

Chapter of The Representatives was held
June 1 at the Engineer's Club, 1317
Spruce St., Philadelphia. The following

new members were elected... Charles
Fryburg, 402 Cherry St., I. R. Blair,
1418 Walnut St., Robert Williams, Lincoln -Liberty Bldg., all of Philadelphia.
.
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their success. Beset by shortages in
manpower and materials the radio service industry has done an amazing job.

It is true that the manufacturing
facilities of suppliers of radio com
ponents are devoted largely to war
work. As a result, deliveries of cc

My Boy

ponent parts for civilian use have
limited.

However, certain parts are

now available in reasonable quantities.
Some parts are still on the critical list
and the situation with respect to radio
tubes is extremely serious.

Owns This
Place!"

The civilian tube capacity of the
several manufacturers is limited by the

volume of war business which takes
precedence and is beyond the control

r7ome time ago I retired, just a good, old
fashioned, real -American retirement
thought I had served my time and done
my share.
.

.

When the war started I went back to work
... a good tool maker can do a lot to help
lick those fellows, you know. And it is fun
to work for my boy. I'm proud of him and

proud of America that makes men like him
possible. He had the same start I had only
now he owns this shop. And that is one of
the things we're all fighting for -to preserve
that American FREEDOM of opportunity.

Pardon me, I've got work to do now.
When the war's over look me up-on the
front porch.

of the manufacturers. Yet it seems reasonable to believe that there will be a
growing recognition on the part of the
Government of the importance of
civilian radio and that, in cooperation

with the military plans, every effort
will be made to improve the present
situation.-R. P. Almy, Manager, Distributor Sales, Sylvania Electric Products, Inc.

ELECTRONICS, the new art of
harnessing what you have known

up to this time as the radio tube
to new applications, means everything
to your servicing future !
Big as the radio and communications
industry has been, it is only one phase
of electronics. Hitherto your opportunities have been practically lim'
to that one phase-transmission

At the start of the war, television-transmission of sight-was
just opening up.
When the war is over and television
comes along, it won't be alone. Electron tubes will be put to work on thousands of new jobs.
In the future, RCA electron tubes
may be destined not only to hear and
see, but to taste, smell, touch, count,
measure, calculate, analyze . . presound.

.

srAwcon

STANDARD TRANSFORMER
CORPORATION

1500 NORTH H,V..STED STREET... CHICAGO

SERVICING TODAY
(Continued from page 11)

tion of standardized types. This is
evidchced by a recent letter which, in
briet, tates . "We have always been
adversaries of endless duplications.
Give us enough standardized parts
.

and we're good enough to make our
own way from there !"
Since standardization offers the
only answer to the problem of maintaining civilian receivers without
further complicating production of already hard-pressed manufacturers, the
contribution of real ability on the part
24
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of our Service Men is most welcome.
Without it, any attempt to standardize
would be doomed to failure. With it,
there is a definite contribution to the
war effort. --Sylvan A. Wolin, Sales
Manager, Solar Capacitor Sales Corporation.

QUITE aside from the functions
of bringing news and entertainment, civilian radio has proved
to be one of our most effective weapons in carrying on the war. Recruit
ing, conservation, defense bonds, and
many other campaigns of national im
portance lean heavily on radio for

vent accidents, control machines,
traffic, diagnose disease, sooth pain,

heal injuries, kill germs, catch criminals, simplify and increase production
in an endless variety of industrial applications. There will be profitable
work for electron tubes to do in every

plant, shop and office in your community.

No matter where or how these RCA

electron tubes are used-or in what
devices-their operation will all

be

basically dependent upon radio -electronic circuits, governed by radio prin-

ciples familiar to YOU as a Service
Man.-L. W. Teegarden, Radio Corporation of America.
BUY UNITED STATES

WAR SAVINGS BONDS AND STAMPS
EVERY PAY DAY

REDUCING

AUTO -RADIO NOISE
By BARRY KASSIN
Assistant Editor

cars has always been a problem. And

MOTOR noise in

with new cars and
equipment, not available so readily,

today

svitA
Replace

set

ei

Cotis

01000111e

lartiversal

the problem becomes quite a major
one.

To reduce motor noise to a satisfactory level in most cars, the following procedure is recommended:'
I
tajostomfaii
Oscillator

Generator Condenser

A generator condenser is required
The condenser lead
all cases.
should be connected to the battery terminal of the generator. The case and
in

the mounting strap should be connected to the other side of the condenser to ground. This unit must,
therefore, be well grounded at its
mounting.

In cars with automatic regulators,
it is important not to connect the condenser across the field terminal. Most
manufacturers have a recommenda-

tion for the proper post at which to
connect the condenser.
Distributor Suppressor

A distributor suppressor will be
required in most cases. The high tension lead to the distributor should be
removed.
A distributor suppressor
should then be inserted and the wire
connected to the other end of the suppressor.
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If this is not practical, the

high tension lead should be cut close
to the distributor and a wood screw,
end type distributor suppressor, used
in this line.
If motor noise is heard, with the
antenna cable plug withdrawn, first

try grounding to the

fire wall, all

cables and tubing which pass through
it, such as oil lines, gas lines, etc. By
means of a file, contact can be estab-

lished between any of the lines and
the fire wall in order to determine
whether such a ground will reduce
the noise. To bond the cables to the
fire wall, the point of contact should
be cleaned and a length of braided
shielding wrapped around the cable.
This connection should be soldered.
Then the end of the shielding should
be soldered to the fire wall or grounded

under a screw head, if one is con-ient.
Bonding Shielding

Sufficient play should be left in the
bonding shielding so that movement

S"
WEL,
ret,

jivitecis10

s.Bv1L'r

of the cables or tubing will not loosen
the shielding from the fire wall.
It is possible for the steering col-

umn, foot pedals, and brake lever to
carry interference to the back of the
fire wall at which point it may affect
the radio. See if each of these items
is well grounded to the frame of the
car. By means of a file or braided
shielding jumper, contact can be established between any of these items
and the frame to determine whether
or not such a ground will reduce the
noise. A piece of one -inch braided
shielding should be used if such a
ground is necessary. This shielding

10.01015

SONIC

IMOD')

SLIDC'T

may be grounded under a screw head,
nut or may be soldered into position.
If motor noise is heard when the
antenna cable is reconnected, additional
taken.

noise reduction steps can be

For instance, noise due to
radiation from the dome light lead is
generally experienced only when a

roof antenna is being used. The dome

light lead connection at the back of
the instrument panel should be disconnected and grounded. If this is found

to reduce the noise considerably, in-

terference is being radiated by the
dome light lead. Reconnect the dome
(Continued on page 29)
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NEW UTAH VICE-PRESIDENTS

Oden F. Jester, Austin Ellmore
Remy Hudson were elected vice presidents of Utah Radio Products Company,

Chicago, Ill.
Mr. Jester,

'TRIPLET

now

vice

president in

MODELT 1200 G
TEST METER

multi -range rnetal

provided
Portable
case test meter cover and
with removable
pocket.
carrying
or A.C. VOLTS
at

RANGES-D.C.

per volt.
0-10-50-250-500-2.500
0-500
1000 ohms
CURRENT Ma.
DIRECT 0-1-5-50.500
microarnps

CURRENT
04 amPALTERNATING
ohms.
Ma.
0-1
0-30-10,000
SISTANCE
RE -10 roegoluns
s and condenser
0-1
ranges.
OUTPUT-JackC
with A. vonage
in series

charge of sales, has been with Utah for
the past six years as general sales man-

Although some older designs are no longer
obtainable several alternate models are available to you under Government requirements.

ager.

TRIPLETT ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO.

*

BLUFFTON, OHIO

Mr. Ellmore, now vice president in
charge of engineering, has been chief
engineer of Utah since 1938.
Mr. Hudson will be in charge of postwar planning.
*

GENERAL INDUSTRIES

*

*

MUSIC AND MANPOWER

An exhaustive and authentic study of
music as a production factor appears in
a 24 -page book on Music and Manpower,
released by Operadio Manufacturing
Company, St. Charles, Illinois.

Treating the subject historically and

currently, the book presents data that

will be extremely useful to production
executives.

Although only a limited edition has

been printed, a copy will be sent gladly to
any executive.
*

*

*

NATIONAL UNION WARTIME TUBE
SUBSTITUTION CHART

NOW CARRYING ON
years Clarostat engineers studied.
tried, tested, no end of resistive coatings. Out of this enormous expenditure
For

of money,

time, effort,

has come the

present Clarostat stabilized -element control. Accurate to start with. And stays

that way-in constant usage, under try-

FOR VICTORY
Originally designed for powering phono-

graphs, and then record changers and
home

recorders, G.

I.

Smooth -Power

Motors are now serving on many fronts
for purposes not dreamed of two or three
short years ago. There they are making
records for efficiency and reliability as

humidity, for years of troubleproof serv-

they had done for thirty years before
Pearl Harbor. When G. I. Motors are
again available to the trade, they will

for that service job. Ask our local jobber for Clarostat replacements.

the performance that made

ing

climatic conditions,

despite severe

ice. * Try a Clarostat Type M control

be found even exceeding

them standards of excellence in peacetime days.

Elyria, Ohio
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A wartime tube substitution chart compiled by the sales engineering department of National Union Radio Corporation, Newark, New Jersey, has just been
released.

The compilation indicates substitutions

of approved Government types for 288
types available prior to the Government
limitation order.

Preferred substitutions are shown in
each instance and types are coded to in-

dicate necessity of changes such as changing sockets, changing bias, using external
shield, using filament shunt, rewiring
sockets, etc.
In addition to the interchangeability
listing, a functional cross index shows

replacement with regard to functis
considerations vs. heater considerations.
A copy of the chart may be obtained
by recognized Service Men and tech-

nicians on request to National Union distributors in local areas.

Some Things are REALLY Scarce Right Now*

FOUR RAYTHEON PLANTS WIN "E"

The power -tube, small -tube, radar and

equipment division of Raytheon Manufacturing Company of Newton and Waltham, Mass., were each awarded with the
Army -Navy "E" recently.
*

*

*

HIPERSIL CORE BOOKLET

A 12 -page booklet describing Hipersil
cores has been issued by Westinghouse
Electric and Manufacturing Company.

"lamt..ula
RIDER MANUALS

Contained in the booklet are charts
of recommended Hipersil applications,

THERE are no substitutes for some things

that are scarce today. There are no

performance curves which compare Hipersil and ordinary silicon steels, tables
showing complete range of core sizes

"ersatz" servicemen to take the places of

A copy of this new booklet, B-3223,
may be secured from the main office in
East Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, or from

Today it's your patriotic duty to ration

the nearest Westinghouse office.
*

your time; use it so you get the utmost production out of each unit of labor.

*

L. G. THOMAS ELECTED IRC V -P

Leslie G. Thomas has been elected vice

Use your testing instruments-employ the

ident in charge of production at Inational Resistance Company, Phila-

latest servicing techniques-and reach for
one of your thirteen RIDER MANUALS before

delphia, Penn.

you begin each job. These volumes lead
you quickly to the cause of failure; provide
the facts that speed repairs.
playing around, guessing -out defects. Today

you must work with system and certainty.
RIDER MANUALS provide you with both.

*

The Cathode Ray Tube at Work
Accepted authority on subject
Frequency Modulation

$3.00
1.50

Gives principle, of FM radio

Servicing by Signal Tracing

Basic method of radio servicing
The Meter at Work
An elementary test on meters
The Oscillator at Work

How to we. te-.t and repair

Vacuum Tube Voltmeters
Both theory and practice
Automatic Frequency Control Systems

3.00
1.50

2.00

2.00

1.25
-also aatumatIc tuning systems
A.C.Calculation Charts
Two to five times as fast as slide rule.
7.50
More fool -proof. 160 pp. 2 colors
Hour-ADay-withRider SeriesOn "Alternating Currents In Radio Receivers"On "Resonance & Alignment"-On "Automatic Vol.
ume Control"-On "D -C Voltage Distribution"

90c each

It isn't practical or patriotic to waste time

*

$12.50
6.00

OTHER RIDER BOOKS YOU NEED

But, there are just as many, and more,
sets needing repair. And you, brother 3A
or 4F, have to see that they're repaired.

core assembly.

*

Automatic Record Changers and Recorders-

those called to the colors.

available, and diagrams of the type C

$11.00 each
8.25 each

Volumes XIII to VII
Volumes VI to III
Volumes Ito V. Abridged

JOHN F. RIDER
404 Fourth Avenue

PUBLISHER, INC.
New York City

Export Division: Roche -International Electric Corp.
Cable: ARLAN
100 Varick Street New York City.

RIDER MANUALS

*

LAFAYETTE TRAINING KITS BOOKLET
To aid schools in their government

SPEED REPAIRS

AND VICTORY41

training courses, a booklet describing a
variety of kits has been prepared by the
Lafayette Radio Corporation, 901 \Vest
Jackson Blvd., Chicago, Ill.

Starting with fundamentals and pro-

gressing to basic receiver and transmitter
operation, a progressive training program
may be built up around these kits.
)21114.1 rr.essaur

ggi mom

GHIRARDI TROUBLESHOOTER
HANDBOOK FOLDER

The expanded 3rd edition of Ghirardi's
Radio Troubleshc.oter's Handbook containing 744 manual -size pages of service
murk data is described in a new 4 -page
folder just issued by the Radio & Technical Publishing Co.,

...15111q.
14/11.11MMX

45 Astor Place,

New York City. A listing of the 75 sections in the book also appears in the
folder.

Copies of this new folder are available
from local radio supply houses, radio
dealers and bookshops, or direct from the
publishers. Dealers not already supplied
can obtain desired quantities, with space

for their imprint, free upon request to
the publisher.

DR. POWER WINS ARMY PROMOTION

Dr. Ralph L. Power, who formerly

operated

his

radio

own

advertising

agency in Los Angeles, and who became

an Army Signal Corps Inspector last

year, has been promoted to the grade of
Senior Inspector.

*

*

*

LT. COMDR. RALPH BRENGLE IN
NEW NAVAL POST
Lt. Comdr. Ralph T. Brengle, for-

merly Head of Radio Procurement Sec-

tion, Bureau of Ships, has been appointed

Assistant Head of Radio Division, Bureau of Ships.
Before entering the services Lt. Comdr.

Brengle was head of the Ralph T. Brengle Sales Company of Chicago.
(Continued on page 31)
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Which comes first.
Your second helping?

or our second front?

yOU WANT TO SEE THIS WAR WON - and won

quickly. You want to see it carried to the
enemy with a vengeance. Okay-so do all of us.
But just remember ...
A second front takes food ... food to feed our
allies in addition to our own men.
Which do you want - more meat for you, or
enough meat for them? An extra cup of coffee on
your breakfast table, or a full tin cup of coffee for
a fighting soldier?

Just remember that the meat you don't get and the coffee and sugar that you don't get-are
up at the front lines-fighting for you.
Would you have it otherwise?
Contributed by the Magazine Publishers of America

28
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Cheerfully co-operating with ration-

ing is one way we can help to win
this war. But there are scores of
others. Many of them are described
in a new free booklet called 'Tots
and the War," available from this
magazine. Send for your copy today! Learn about the many opportunities for doing an important
service to your country.

Read about the Citizens Defense
Corps, organized as part of Local
Defense Councils. Choose the job
you're best at, and start doing it!
You're needed-now!

EVERY CIVILIAN A FIGHTER

MOTOR NOISE
(Continued from page 25)

light lead and lien connect a .5 mfd
3ypass condenser between the point
t which this lead leaves the pillar
3t and ground.
Use of .5 MN Condenser

Try a .5 mfd bypass condenser from
the ammeter to ground. If there is an
improvement, this condenser should be
installed permanently.

In like manner, you should try a
.5 mfd condenser from car fuse to
ground, switch to ground, tail light
and stop light connections to ground,
windshield wiper and other 6 -volt con-

nections to ground, noting the effect
of these condensers on the noise pick
up.

In pkme-M-plane-to-base communication ciodeMonstrated in the Aleittlans

A .5 mfd condenser from the

Kati* lAepfic* Tubes guide and

"hot" side of the coil primary to

on the
land mlcf sea -IIIOtrollkigt maneuvers; everywhere : kurviii:communi.

gOtkillit**0,1*the air

ground can be tried also.
Check Electric Gauges

The electric gauges used for

cation knidliOtietitOr-Okr combat units

"Coordination : through communication" - that's 'the success story, now
being recorded in every global
quarter: Knowing this Ken -Pad's
army' of service' Men doalers and
distributors aria glad to wait for

oil,

water and gas are often a source of interference. Bypass condensers should
be tried here.
In some cases the high and low ten-

sion leads between the coil and distributor are run close together. In
some cars.they are in the same conduit. If this is the case, the low tension lead from this conduit should be
any event,

their kill quota of Ken -Rod tubis
None of us - ever! will keep Victory waiting one needless second

high and

tension leads should be kept as
far apart as possible. If separating
iu

the two leads is insufficient, the ground

of the low tension lead should be

shielded.

Grounding Motor

In every case, the motor must be
well grounded to the frame of the car.
If it is not, a very heavy braided lead
should be used for this purpose, similar to a storage battery ground lead.
In like manner, it may be necessary to
check the grounding of the metal fire
wall, instrument panel, transmission,
radiator, hood and muffler to the
frame of the automobile. To obtain

a good electrical connection, it may
be necessary to scrape off the paint
at the point where ground contact is
made.
Peening Distibutor Arm

In extreme cases of motor noise, it

is advisable to peen the distributor
rotor arm; that is, increase the length
of the arm by using a small machinist

RADIO TUBES INCANDESCENT LAMPS TRANSMITTING TUBES

OWENSBCRO KENTUCKY
If motor noise persists, spark plug
suppressors must be installed. One
suppressor is put on each plug..
Care should be taken that a good
mechanical and electrical connection is

made between the spark plugs, suppressors and plug wires.

off and the, clutch disengaged, the
brakes should be applied. If the noise

stops, the source of the static is in the
wheels.

The use of a front or rear

wheel static eliminator will generally
end the trouble.
ilcnight Radio Notes.

Noise in Wheels

hammer. This will lessen the gap
--hetween the rotor arm and the station 3T contacts thus reducing the spark.

Noise from the wheels or brake is
generally experienced -only when an
undercar antenna is being used. To

BUY UNITED STATES

`Ste sure, after peening the arm, that
it does not strike the stationary con-

determine if noise is. -being 'caused

WAR SAVINGS STAMPS

tacts.

from this source, the car should be set
in motion. Then with .the motor shut

AND BONDS FOR VICTORY
SERVICE, JUNE, 1943
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BEAT -FREQUENCY OSCILLATOR
(See Front Cover)

ABEAT -FREQUENCY oscillator is one of the most fascinating, as well as one of the most
useful pieces of test equipment. Their
circuits are unique, too.
The RCA 68-B unit, for instance,
has some very interesting characteristics, including very low distortion over

STANDARD TY
Regulators sepia
DC Ballast Tubes
are real REGULATORS .%

Automatic Starting Resl to
is initial surge and stly
.

. Ask Your Jo

the entire frequency range of 20 to
17,000 cycles, an output voltage inde-

pendent of frequency up to 25 volts
and 125 milliwatts, and three output

checking the cathode currents of eaclside.

To maintain stability, a beat -frequency oscillator must have a steady
plate supply. This unit has a high
degree of voltage regulation, provided
by a 6J7 d -c amplifier which controls
the plate resistance of a 45, which is
in series with the positive B bus. A
5Z4 with a choke -input filter supplies
the d -c. An 874 90 -volt gaseous regu-

lator establishes the cathode and suppressor potentials of the 6J7, while its
grid potential is determined from a
The heart of the equipment is the voltage divider across the d -c out6J7 fixed and variable low frequency put As the potential of the grid
oscillators. Both are of the Dow elecchanges, the change is amplified and
tron -coupled type, with hot cathode fed to the 45 grid. This produces the
and grounded (at r -f) screen grid and proper change in its plate resistance
suppressor. The fixer generator is set to compensate for the change in outat 180 kc. It has a tuned -plate circuit put voltage. A 5000 -ohm resistor
and tuned tank circuit which delivers shunts the 45 enabling more current
a high signal voltage to the 6C5G to be controlled. Two 45 tubes in
push-pull detector. The 68,000 -ohm parallel would accomplish the same
plate circuit resistor provides extra result, but at a greater cost. A postability. The filament choke also tentiometer in the voltage divider connected to the 6J7 allows a certain
serves in this way.
The variable oscillator tunes from amount of adjustment in plate voltage.
A voltage regulated supply such as
180 to 163 kc. Unlike the fixed oscillator, the plate load is resistive with this has other virtues. Its output imno tuning whatsoever. Being variable pedance is very low. This minimizes
in frequency, there must be no fre- coupling between the various stage quency discriminating circuits to in- thus increasing stability. In additic
terfere with the desired flat frequency the filtering action is greatly imcharacteristic. A comparatively low proved, affording a very low level of
signal voltage is fed to the high side hum.
The power supply frequency of 25of the dual volume control of the de- 60 cycles may be used with no change
tectors. A fixed resistor equal in in performance whatsoever. A 6E5
value to the volume control is placed indicator makes use of the supply frein each detector circuit to prevent quency for calibrating the oscillator,
overloading of the oscillators. The and a 10-mmfd trimmer is provided
detector output is fed through a two - for calibration adjustment.
section r -f filter to a push-pull, paral'el 6C5 output stage. In order to keep
impedances from a balanced secondary
(center -tapped).

THE

WAY TO REPLACE

BALLASTS
WRITE FOR REPLACEMENT CHART

AmpERITE Cps.

S.1 IROADW

NEW YORK

N

FADA

FACTORY

SERVICE DEPT.
has a large stock of

Record Changer Parts.
Also replacement parts
for all FADA MODELS,

as well as a completely

equipped SERVICE
DEPARTMENT.

FADA

OF NEW YORK

928 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
Tel.: GRANIERcY 7-0951-2

even harmonics at a minimum this

BUY UNITED STATES

stage must be balanced. Thus a milliammeter and switch is provided for

WAR SAVINGS BONDS AND STAMPS

GUARDING.

WHEN YOU CHANGE

COMMUNICATIONS
WHERE THE GOING

YOUR ADDRESS

IS TOUGH

Be sure to notify the Subscription Department of
SERVICE at 19 E. Forty-seventh St., New York
City, giving the old as weH as the new address,
and do this at least four weeks in advance. The
Post Office Department does not forward magazines unless you pay additional postage, and we

The famous 504-A and other

SUPREME Testing Instruments are on active duty in
all parts of the world. Now
more ruggedly built, more

accurate and dependable
than ever, SUPREME Instru-

ments will be your logical
choice when victory is won.

SUPREME INSTRUMENTS CORP.
30
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EVERY PAY DAY

GREENWOOD,

cannot duplicate copies mailed to the old address.
We ask your cooperation.

ANEW
PRODUCT' 4t9
G. E. AIRCRAFT NOISE FILTERS
new line of radio -noise filters de -

d for use on aircraft with attenua-

tion characteristics from 200 to 20,000

kilocycles, have been announced by G. E.
The 100 -ampere unit weighs approxi-

mately only 2 1/5 lb., and measures
5" by 4" by 2W'. They can be mount-

ed in any position, and will operate over

a temperature range of ±50 C.

They

are available in ratings of 20, 50, 100 and
200 amperes. d -c, at 50 volts.
Complete information on the filters is
contained in bulletin GEA-4098, available
on request from General Electric, Schenectady, N. Y.
LIGHTWEIGHT AIRCRAFT
CONTACTOR

A contactor designed for aircraft ap-

plications for controlling solenoids and

small motors in aircraft has been developed by G. E.

The contactor is furnished in two
si----; 50 amperes and 100 amperes.
ip type is 2 5/16" by 2" and weighs
4-y ounces.
The 100 -amp type is
°

2%" by 2" and weighs 11 ounces. The
unusual lightweight of this contactor is

ictories, offices, stores and wherever else the 8
7-..ilooreoh will play an increasingly important pa
e lessons into the channels c -f peacetime

due largely to its balanced armature construction.

The new contactor is said to be suitable

rguipmem
-id of Electxon:

for use at altitudes from sea

level to
feet.
In addition, it can be
mounted in any position on either a
40,000

,er of our
you we"

metal or nonmetallic base.
*

*

*

CLAROSTAT TANDEM POWER

J! jj,j

RHEOSTATS

Tandem power rheostat assemblies of

j_j:j.....:tij

two or more sections have been announced by Clarostat Mfg. Co., Inc..

285-7 N. 6th St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
These assemblies are made up of two
25 -watt or two 50 -watt rheostats coupled
together and held in a metal cradle. The
usual one -hole mounting and locking -

projection features are retained. Individual rheostats can be of any standard
resistance value, taper, tap and hop -off,
and all units go through the same degree

rned.
of rotation as the single shaft
The units are fully insulated from each
other and from ground.
Because of the wide choice of resistance values and other factors, the assemblies can be made only on special order.
*

*

NEWS
(Caatiaited from page 27)
AMERICAN STEEL EXPORT TO
HANDLE ZENITH

American Steel Export Co., Inc.. has
been

appointed exclusive export sales

representative for Zenith Radio Corporation, Chicago. H. W. McAteer, president of American Steel Export Com-

pany, New York, has announced his
resignation from the board of directors
of Philco International Corporation.

GLASS STRING CARRIES
RADIO ANTENNA

A kite string of glass yarn is now being

used with a box kite that carries aloft

the antenna of a portable, hand -generator,
radio transmitter developed by the Army

Air Forces to summon help for

fliers

forced to make crash landings at sea.
The box kite has an ordinary cloth and
wood frame with an antenna consisting
of very fine copper wire wound around
the glass kite string.

Glass yarn can be used as the kite

string because of its strength in proportion to its weight, and because it does not
rot or otherwise deteriorate from the

effects of salt water, tropic sunlight, rain,
or dampness. The yarn is twisted and
plied from continuous filament glass filters
which can be drawn to indefinite length,
measurable in miles.
SERVICE, JUNE, 1943
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JOTS & FLASHES
GRIEVED to hear of death ot
Captain Wm. Sparks, president
. one of radio's
of Sparton
pioneers. . Lt. Alexander Norden,
Jr., vice-president of L. S. Brach Mfg.
Corp., appointed executive officer of a

SERVICE -JUNE, 1943

squadron in the Civil Air Patrol .
congratulations, Alex.... Dr. Wm. D.
Coolidge, vice-president and Director

AMPERITE CO.
Agency-H. J. GOLD CO.

30

L S. BRACH MFG. CORP.

23

.

.

.

.

.

Research

of

General

of

.

Electric

awarded Order del Mcrito by the Republic of Chile for his many services
to civilization.
. George Barbey reelected head of NEDA at annual meeting early this month in Chicago. . .
George deserves this honor and more
. he has done an outstanding job.
. RMA Annual Convention, a one day streamlined gathering, a huge
success . . . practically all radio manufacturers represented .
plenty con.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

sideration being given to post-war

planning ....e like General Electric's
current advertising in national magazines. .
Solar opens large modern
capacitor plant in Midwest . . that's
.

Available on
high priorities
Oil -filled capacitors such as the
popular "bathtubs" and rectangu-

.

.

.

.

.

.

raldin joins cost accounting dept. of
. The Hallicrafters
same company.
Tuner, a swell morale stimulator for
.

all employees.

high priorities only. And logically

Navy

.

.

.

Zenith Radio wins

White Star to add to their Army -

S.

Rowe appointed tube production manager by Westinghouse Lamp Division.
. Stackpole Carbon advances Henry

electronics.

Components Engineering.... Stewart Warner earns coveted Army -Navy
four Army "E" for second time
Navy "E" awards simultaneously
given to Raytheon plants in Newton
and Waltham, Mass. . . Lou Shappe

with the war effort, you can continue to count on your local
Aerovox jobber for such heavy-

duty capacitors, subject to

proper priorities of course. Likewise, you can continue to count
on him for those essential civilian -radio replacements.

See Our Jobber

Agency-AUSTIN C. LESCARBOURA & STAS

Agency-UNITED ADV. AGENCY
26
Agency- -AusTiN C. LESCARBOURA & STAFF

CLAROSTAT MFG. CO., INC.
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FADA OF NEW YORK
Agency-STERN FIELD-GODLEY, IN C.

THE GENERAL INDUSTRIES CO.

Agency-E.

26

D. WOLAVER CO,

24

HALLICRAFTERS
Agency-BURTON, BROWNE, ADVERT Is I NG

INTERNATIONAL RESISTANCE CO.

I

Agency-TILL LAVENSON BUREAU

JACKSON ELECTRICAL INSTRU.
CO.

21

AgenC),.--KIRCLIER, LYTLE, HEL ION & COLLETT, INC.

.

Inc

MAGAZINE PUBLISHERS OF
AMERICA

JOHN MECK INDUSTRIES

.

.

.

.

and Jesse Wilkes, New York advertising men specializing in radio, form
. Frank ShipShappe-Wilkes, Inc.
.

.

per new supervisor war production division at Universal Microphone.
Paul Galvin reelected president RMA.
A. S. Wells appointed chairman
R\ -IA Planning Board to study industry problems . . our thanks to all you
.

.

28

.

.

.

.
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Agency -WESTERN ADV. AGENCY, INC.
25

MEISSNER MFG. CO
Agency-BURTON BROWNE, ADVERTISING

MUELLER ELECTRIC CO.

NATIONAL UNION RADIO CORP.

.

Dressel to Supervisor of Electronic

.
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KEN-RAD TUBE & LAMP CORP
Agency-ALLEN, HEATON & MCDONALD,

.

so, because such heavy-duty capacitors play a vital part in
wartime radio and industrial

However, if your radio or elec-

AEROVOX CORP.

.

Neville Robintheir third factory.
son joins Universal Microphone Co.
as production expediter. . Bill Gi-

lar units, are now available on

tronic work is directly tied in
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Consult him regarding your wartime
capacitor requirements. As for latest
catalog - or write us direct.
-40

Service Men now with the

radio

armed forces for your interesting letters
. keep sending 'em . here's
hoping you'll all be back on the job
again in the near future . . . and you
fellows at home .. . keep buying bonds
and contributing all your scrap for
the war program . . the boys at the
front need your help.
.

.

.

.
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"PREFERRED -TYPE"

CAPACITORS

pv

"M I ly c
CRY ELECIR

0 LY TICS

1-t VOLiS

SC V01.15

1S0 VOLT

1St VOLVS 0. C
450 VOLTS

D.

WORIINC.

C WWI

Solar "Preferred -Type" Capacitors-for civilian replacements-are available promptly!
"MINICAP V" DRYS: Minicap "Vees" are ideal re-

"SEALDTITE 600" TUBULARS: These are the only wax-

placements for dry electrolytics formerly made in an
endless variety of ratings and containers.
A minimum number of Minicap "Vees" will make a

moldedtubular paper capacitors available! Wax -molding

maximum number of replacements.

your purchasing convenience-and your safety!

guarantees reliability in every climate.

Standardize on these 600 volt working units-for
Write for Catalogs V-1 and V-2

CAPACITORS
SOLAR CAPACITOR SALES CORP., BAYONNE, N. J.
MAKERS OF CAPACITORS: ELECTROLYTIC MICA

PAPER

READY FOR YOU NOW !
TN WAR AS IN PEACE, National Union assists
-I- radio servicemen in meeting their problems.

ployed. At Lansdale, Pa., a quiet country pasture
was overnight transformed by National Union into

And here's the evidence-a Post -War Equipment
Plan-ready now to go to work for servicemen.

National Union has long contributed a full share
to the production of tubes for such secret weapons

Here too, is an example of the post-war leadership you can expect of the new and greater National
Union being built today to meet the demands of war.

How National Union has doubled and redoubled
its production of "fighting" tubes for our Country's
fighting men is, in itself, a notable story of war service. New facilities had to be created; new methods
had to be developed; new materials had to be em-

the Tube Industry's most modern plant. And
as RADAR.

In the midst of these war activities, National
Union puts into action Radio's first post-war merchandising plan for servicemen-fully explained in
a printed folder we will gladly send on request.
Write for this N. U. Post -War Plan today, so you
can put it to work immediately. Find out about the
advantages you gain from it every day the war lasts.

NATIONAL UNION RADIO CORPORATION
NEWARK, NEW JERSEY

LANSDALE, PENNSYLVANIA

NATIONAL UNION
RADIO AN
CTRON

Cat
Volume Controls Photo Electric Cells
Transmitting Tubes
e,

eceivtng Tubes Special Purpose T01.0.' andensers

Exciter Lamps Panel lamps Flashlight Bulbs

